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INTRODUCTION.
The age intervening the two great epochs of dramatic 
activity - namely, tha TPlizaTiethan period and that when the 
drama of Greece and Rome flourished - ie enshrouded in almost 
impenetrable otsauritv ard mystery. On thin account, it ie 
generally known in literature as the'"Dark Ages". The whole 
drama of Greece and Rome shows a continuous development, and 
in the "Elizabethan drama wa lia^e a reproduction of the whole 
classical drama without ita limitations. The end of the 
classical drama is coincident with the general moral degrad- 
ation which is evidenced in the theatrical tastes of the people 
who preferred the more sensational and spectacular entertain- 
ments of the circus, rope-dancers, and the performance of 
«*pahul»eta'bernaria«>J those coarse farces into which comedy had 
degenerated*   Then "begins the long r^igr of darkness - at 
any rate with regard to drama. The main literary phenomenon 
of this age is that drama ceases to "be the popular literature 
or amusement.
tfe are accustomed to regard the drama of Shakespeare 
and his immediate predecessors as a sudden growth and merely 
one of tho products of the great Renaissance upheaval. It is 
true that the revival of letters was the single impulse which 
transformed mediaeval drama to "Elizabethan drama, "but the 
former had its origin much further "back in history, and though
2.
there is no evidence of the existence of any dramatic work 
"before the wonaan Conquest, yet an unbroken thread of continuity 
can be traced right frnzu tlia Koaian drama t'lrou&h the chaotic 
intervening period with its pageants, rustic festival?*, and 
religious dra^al^isaMon*, out of which grew tm; -vforalitios and 
Interludes, to the greah 'Elizabethan drama in all its variety, 
oomploxity, and fliagnificsnoo. If drama waa not the liter- 
ature of the people during tliis early period, classical drama 
was preserved in the monasteries by the monks who constituted 
the literary section of society; while for the strolling actors 
and entertainers, who #ent under such names as jongleurs, mines, 
trr/jrtfftdours, or minstrala, a line of descent can be traced 
straight from the Latin mountebanks.
That a relation exists between the ancient and. mod- 
ern drama,and that tie latter id inasbtfed J,o the former, ie 
generally aoknowldv'gfcdi bu^ the iroportaiioe of thiu relation 
has beer, both under~*»&vimatod and exaggerated. There is a 
tradition, which has been the ground of an age-long controversy, 
that ShaJtespeare owed nothing to the Greek and Roman classics, 
that he could lay no claim to classical scholarship, and that 
all hi* Knowledge of tjie classics was derived from English 
versions and translations or from "Iyly»» araxnmar*. We are 
not without evidence, however, that Shakespeare could altnost 
certainly read Latin, arid that throutvh Ifttin versions he was
3.
intimately aoqubJntod with some, at, ?.east, of the principal 
Greek classics. Whether Shaks spears was or **».a not in- 
fluenced Toy ancient <Vr;\K,<* ir. rot ,* TittO >na+t*rj *mrf eyen if 
it could "be proved thai; he cwsd n^thi^s to '.t, tMt would not 
diapoxo (<T tha vv_t3,,rj tV:,t tho study of ol.«Bs1cO. mC'd'O.* w^s 
ona of the :iain forces wnich moulded "Sll^.^hetVian draraa.
It i..8 aot &n a-^ay -nutter to set innate the precise 
impor lanc«3 and e; t??r., of !,Mis tCi^8fi5.oal influence, "because it 
was only one of many diverse txnd eeeming antagonistic forces 
which, oombliied and hanscniaod by the natural genlim of the 
country, mads possible the axistenee r;f a drnr %» .In Ite roost 
perf-'jt-'d form, as >:iT«r; U3 "by t^e ircmor-ta!? f?haVrer*pr-ar«i . 
Thesis c.^us6fc *ray ^o eou^ht. in rs?.f ,§-ior,, in volition, in the cir- 
cuniatai'.oes and -socirl ccnditioiis o± th:> tln?o, in the character 
of the wen of tbe per.'. fd, stf '-'til a« ?r* ' " »> humanising and 
<liff vi.icr of Istt-irr Cwnce^u-nt upon tht1 IU>n '.)>:" «»ano«» The 
Rafcraation, tho tr«u»£ia.tlon of ths ??.hle , t? e discovery of the 
Rev/ w<ild, all gave e. powerful impulse find an increased activity 
to though -c, and re*;oteu. upon lit-;ratare in nl? lt« foms r hut 
upor. draaa in p&rtisnlur . Thai? «*itii Hft^lAtt w« agrrt>0 that 
"it ittigict ho said without lauoh e^itravagaricei v'nat Qvary "hr^^th 
that View, that orory wara that ro?l*?d to our shoroa, hrouscht
h it a owe aaoossion tc out kno-?rlod,2e, which, was ongrttfted
1. 
on thv national ^on
Of all these influence s wh ioh were pre-requis ite
• "Elizabethan literature" - HaaliU. P.
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to the growth of Ifrglish national drama, the most indispensable 
was tho axaaple of lailn ol«iar»le siodelBj e.« provided by Plautua 
and Ser n<3« ir. comedv'i "'y prr.eca In tra.?«Kly. ?3.acRleal 
ini'lueriae or Ttof.llrh drwwa c?v o *.li':c«t exoluuiraly through the 
study of Tat in not rrpfk ftC<?n?B, for in the early d«»yp of the 
Renalav&^ee, creci: o.\apH?ort Tfer« praotically inacceBsfble , and 
evmy wtpi» 'firglinh ochc?.ar» "bf? cme more ffcqii»,lnt8d with tbe Greek 
language, t'noy r.*.A?.l prs*ferret ^r st.u.dy areeV olaseios ^n the 
Xatia vorslcns, and adapticne, for they found the Reman spirit
mcro fiiin tc their ovrr t}:.9.n wr»e th« Fellenlc spirit.
t/eri^t.h of the Pltiutine f.nff.ucrcc i» nrrifested ir». the
/
ci'.f. consdicB >o 4;>? T-f»tin an/1 "Bri^.ip'h; which flourished in 
TnS.vffirt.t'tlcB and *choc*9 throurhcut the p«*r?.od from the
rmce c^ TJdal?'» "F.alj?- Poiatr,r Bolster n about .1566» sr.d 
^r.ti't "3u] ro«i'3r. B to ^h'! ''Tgrer^jmi*:"1 of .Tnanrf's rei.^n. 
i»^ar*.»i! T-^'-dy c/" Tjf-r.'cru 11 , n^jic'r *t» *\ir9«tly "based upon
.-TiCiChiii w <••* ?"auA «'3j s,-id ia the atooV. eswnpl** of tho 
j.a influence on "Kn^lJwh drama, ie "but one of many instance*,
 ?ho difficultly of oat,lilting thfi ftactent of th'? in e"bt- 
e.-j.* of TCaij6^:u?t>ir,n to smfilen-1, droiRn is a^ain ino^e^«ed "by
;*act t.^at. it, *a^ the result not only of & direct study of 
; T.A';'n .playj , ^ut nlso of ,% ^id'a-^proad perusal of the works 
xt*Cia:-.. avid. t,o a l?>aH _lf»^re^,. of Trench iwitstors, who
to tiis .A^thalog"/ and plays* of Greece emd Borne an atmos- 
phere of romance, and thus anriohed and adapted them to oontem-
-perary life a
Ir order t.n trace the influence of the Tat in drama 
rn ^3 laftfcetbrn dr^*. and to show how it modified or determined 
the develcpnfc/it of tvo lHt.|or, it i» propr/3od to follow in 
out lire the ervM.n »nd growth both of the Roman drnJia, such of 
it ae h&p rt«r>.e '»o^' to "A« In the worlre of Plautua, Terenoe and 
3on«c«i. ?'•*£ nf 7n n ?.<rV   Ir^Trts frow it» lioginnin&s to its oulmin- 
ation in 3halici^«ar.lRn dr^.r-m. The relation "between the 
two drcjnfi.r rj?7. ">e 9. ^^.i^.ar;^ corisidpration throughout tha essay.
ti.
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vo/y oagin.iinji of J3o:r,in d'-som,.. native 
form* aeeia to have ax* sled alongside t v.o forms cf foreign
importation, and UM? taro jt:inc.c pr ot.ihlj influerppdl epcb otbar
\ 
in their development. £' £ tat*. p>;«r .ci-renon its apparent in ^
the development, ce^tuiiei l^t.^r^ of t>:0 English drema which 
was destined to be the great mc&ern rival in literary import- 
ance of the anoient classical drama. Arot) "/ feature 
which Roman drama had in common with T>ngli0h drama, and, indeed, 
with all great national dramae, was the religious sanction of 
its origin. Thuft tJa« earliest draaitilo performances at 
Rome were associated with expiatory or thanksgiving services. 
The first occasion of the performance of a tragedy and comedy 
on a Ruflian stage was the public celebration of the great vic- 
tory which terminated the First Punic War. This was in 240 
B.C., at the "ludi Romani" which were held with unusual splen- 
four, in consequence of the national triumph. The 
author of the tragedy and comedy was Livius Andronicus, the 
earliest known Roman playwright. He appeared on this occasion 
as an actor in the play, and thereby originated a praotioe 
which was continued by succeeding dramatists. The days
appointed for the national games "became the reoognie&u. State 
oocanlonR for c»r?tr:a*:l~ ent  -"**, ^^/-^r-nt.* . 0+her opportunities 
i'oj fcno ao'-in^ of i-l-a;*'? v/<'*~-3 re?, tclown coloijrat-ionn, weddings,
?htw "S^nrmo 1 1 "A-I^T'M* "^« 7)*r? orrecd at the 
of A«j&13.5.us 7n.ulup . The nj-al f itlvitief 
i'-»d :ajty r«5ll t:;l«u8 cil^'or^tior, .T^Trs a^role socpe 
/or tec deTcJopiLft^t of s^3>> rl^Tr^t* i? tv^» rtance, the jocular/ 
crude, end often a ^ .j si re > rr.'proTleat?,rr>t? of »crn> fFft!5Ghj and 
dialogue, all of vrhich corsttined ftcrre of the rcellar drana.
A» the gar1 cs at pome continued rtrrer","1. daj-s, it was 
the ouetom to have one play performed eacb day. In Greece, 
the practice of playing Be^eral pieoee In ic-rxdieite succefssion 
had obtained. It ^.n Rigv:if'.ca-ist  ';" r U -though the perform- 
aroe of plays wee sanc^3oued e,rd enooure.e^d fcy the State, Home 
had no perwati«nt theatre for many gott.erbt5.one; the Btage there 
forfo wi'.fl hu* a tcr.prr&ry one, and in consequence the convention- 
eJjtiea of the stage were confined tc vory narrow lir.itB, for 
there could "be little machinery ar?. frequent cl^ange of scene 
wan rendered iwponeible. In the day» of Plautue, perfonn- 
ancee were otill conducted in the open air.
The stage, or "pulpiturn" as it was called, wae a 
long narrow platform of some fifty or sixty yards in Isngth. 
The usual background, or eeaena, of comedy represented t&s front 
of two houses separated hy an alley or "angiportus". The
<£/> . 
B of tlia i'la-5' ^tre the cocv^writi of the two
*- .  .. a,,-na >-u,'- *l.v .m-sil rf /  t<r'\j.* r c.j* ta*.?.c«. It 
ao the custom -so !stv« w.n Kl 4'^r on -"".r ot-'^.-o; in comedy it 
thf.- ;.f-f*.-hia*r', j.i; hor.tur of PaoaVuB :"c tru;/T'.j- fn the
I*
t -.ha 02;. I 1 ';  &«:  Vv; : .f J , nf ';>« ;aotcr 4 ae he 
, l^U to t-l-.o fcrur? c*- ?**;/; anc1. t'i^t to fcif? rl£bt lei to 
liar tour t>r oountxy. All 'ISG aoftei-'iaJs of the 
plainly licrrcwir.st: fror: the srsek, anc tlit -?-etti/ig cf the
rS>it*3i wtrt actsd wae also thci ou.^hly Grftk., Tiie 
chief pereor'agei cf comedy trors tu:?icK cr^palll^af ttr tiic Greek 
f»it»»iion, to suit ti!.e.1r ,^rli^,l9.^ sii-.*ra. ' :f-ij ai:d, p.s in Greek 
dr&ioa, tka wsuida.1 is c.'-.tscLy .xa-a & -3ontrs,s;t ir» fjctwcar to tns 
or "rtothnrnue" cf tragedy.
test *h&tl3^i ,. ;,coording to !T9llonic
1 
worn  >n the Hcjs&.a st.\is&. f't.Tiala rolen, wiiioh w\sra oom-
few, ware ta-&/i by aon ar:til & Ysry late date. Thia 
is !arg»ly fiocounted :?or "by th« special scoi^l con- 
ditione relating to *?onjfln at that ti~ie.
Origiially tii« dramatiat prDduoecl al« own ,plc,y» but 
poet.a oeaeed to "to* aotcre, this ov.stom grew Itea i- 
the aanftg^msrt. of the yl-ay passed ir.ta t;-.e handa af t'.^TT '
According tc ?ight-j>uff, they were not introduced till
after Terenoa'a death. )literary History of Rone, page 157)
v/hc fought 1.1 j»s play from the wriVs r and 
hi ii^di'^a .?ov It.?, ^orforxnanaa . &o*« '. .;; the
'"h^ if*i3 him-
a:i i d
-^u i.i a
ii, ni ..'?v«-.?..)rn-%.; ->
-ja.M/3 i.-aii**
M..IC. a, ii^l dr'i-.?. cf r'-r^J^r, .Insirnt: cin
, probably ,-nors :.,".:ei: n^iy ctb.-.r.r ^
l.r.?.9ritanc* from Os-encs. 
of 5o?nv k>y f>y fe« forrc i^f tr^r-.fj.iitlo-n.^ fr^r wT'^cH poetry ^Qlh
ft;:.lc f-i-u;1. dramatie; t'"<s J:C-;^P.*' ~ v  :". ." : ';f -.''.'  AE 
ty ills trarfiffi.Li.oii cf I''::P ^;l;r i;.j;cy i:-?.vo i: ::vvr .l 
* ;lt.v RlrsG'i.v ^tf;;.^ in trying '.o isaoter an.d ^-! 
^tllis.f.ii'ji. . By ticking 'j-rao3r t^ 
for hi.-j o^r: l-r^adl4d > An-Jrcniou," inaue 
f clofj» aciierwri^' to Qr-t<ek dtiv.u-a 4 froir. v^j^rl
.f «. ."! ce 'o an s..s»t-
«...« ^edl'-.'C tr. tbo 
uu^d «. fs.sa.von 
oficllrj; Ucratr.
The fcrsfc of native drara were in existence long 
before the regular tlraaia of Bi^e rae GB^nbllfil^d. It t.he 
eiii'lieut jRomur. drtaia, two o?.epierts are tr&cei/hlo; cne rrproB- 
-3i;t,^d in th<» 3t;lsEi: ajiiiio dar^oo whiofe. cttui from Itrui'f.a itr-c! 
gavo rise :o trti{;ody, :hw other JLu thtj i'ai'oioal ooenee of daily
10.
life introduced in Bom© "by Oscan performers. The "Etruscan 
players or  igtrlonee" as they rera called at Borne, were brought 
Into fccr <••* ?rhor» tfco savn'.o tjanos were first h«ld there iii 364 B.C. 
They sJ.sc pt-pulaiista iine developed a -v-rry rrdlnentary form of 
dr»Taa 'cnc\ro as Vie '*&atu» *.' », "-r "?f-.' t r* fal't-l.v' ~ x ioL already
.td at Home, 'i'Tjcs &atu:, « -3e»Kt« origi-tall^ to liavs Tjcen
a dramatic perforicoroe oo^tiscin^ ^f & ai^dlo^ or Events cr
1 
Incidents without <ir?y plot. :;,^??r "Etruscan influence it
was acted witi ft f"J.ut«3 .aoccscyMSiment Ml ?nrr0sponairg geBtures. 
According to TiTJTi the satura never developed into a play with 
a regular plot. So popular waa this specie is to&t even 
after the establishment of the regular drama, it eame to be 
performed aa an after-piece or oxodiurs.
The "PftloulAe Atull&nao' we; « iv arce» which th* Osoan 
player* iiad introduood. Tbey were generally improvised 
d*lin«s.t.toft% of eocljvl conditions and low life in small towns > 
and wero replete with witticisms and buffoonery. The plot 
was extremely simple, while the tii&lo^ae was left to the 
invention of the performers. This form of farce was imitated 
and later ironopolised hy the Roman youths of free birth, who 
regarded all professional actors with contempt. Origin- 
ally, when the "Tabulae Atellanae" were in the hands of the 
Osoans, they were acted in the Osoan dialect, but gradually they 
oame to be written in the Roman language . Many such
i.
Liry 7. 2. 4.
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&*'£• cited by the ancient fcrairoaari.viriK . ana those of 
uue writer l.uaius poi&poniuis, in oh* time oi Sylla, are extolled 
by Cioaro ar;:i ^anec*. O."h*y were >»*ry fiiuui* A*. »'->.:uo at 
pome u» •«••:•"« tt>*v w*»r* »upt».-»**•.! •KI by tiia -.^i^i*8 •-•* kwisrius and 
pubiiun sym>*.
yhe "Jiia-vtii 1' tt-o war *•. iipinoi.tjs v».t arsu.* .peculiar to 
tvwn arid vi. vtty tarj.y i>rxgin. */K* NUUUU -jr geatAuulat- 
riftHient oi* t,L« re^'Viai- <i* «*o^a iiuay ue atujriodd l>v* oiie influ­ 
ence t>3 *-he "j»*5:ia?> »* . V^fe,v vere ui tat; nduajr^ u± iuOtte
^
irarces i»hioh seem to have >,een porrormefi both indepenaentiy and 
a» ai'ter-pieubb. The &omari youths u«oa a.lsu tu act short 
pieces called Sxodia, arid probably tat; laijdrnarlaetoo, both oi 
Jcinds wera of a wtili lower order taaii the ^mimi". we 
r*c record of tn* procHf»n by *b>oh r.ne »stftge was grattaally 
d by r.i?9 auellana, iiijOiUB, pairtomAiauss, aria exodiuza. but 
the Jiil^tifi ^*".d pnntoffiiBiua RT, a later stage in their history 
began to treat onthological subjeots arid thereby lost much. 
of their former vulgarity and groeaneBs , an<i by &he time of 
KnftluB the satura had Become ejiolusiveijr a literary lura. 
Although various elements from all these crude 
native forms oi araraa were graauaiiy assimilated into the drama 
of Greek Inspiration, tn« forms themselves as they exi&tad sep­ 
arately were little a/feoted by Greejc influences. Tney 
ocald coarccly rice to the rani of literature, but constituted
\ rerpcn** tc s.-*. Jnrft^in'hl.-1 £r»um' •-•£ 4* ^o^lo who delighted
ir r.p«ct,;-..?"lttr fli^i •.!.?£» rtr«e, vulg&rity, and eren
They ecntisxioc. tr t £• v^.iaacu ihTv'^ixvut 
ri^d of ti?7 rivrOfi,r crams, -"^l^b tv,?jr CiralHj Bti^ti seded,
t-> tbi araatir at- 
l M-; *V- !• ^e."ittl pericd.
o*ir<iAjr "f "i^.^i; 1^;.-- .^n ••,"-.•) sibolvj I'Hnjti ^f 
n •':»!*. •<•:.£: •. •.! v. :'«r? »it naiiiUiJ ,•..'.' .&!.*. "c -o plays 
of plwitti*? «yit*. Tftrftno--,; ?rr th">ir pr 2,1^.1%. a" ^«rt>onsiot'8 i.aa grad-
tVArftvtw. 1 ii.-.vi t^u* certain
»;9-io"r» *"•*.*& r>-j.^H a^ <^;-e fr :,r. -tl.* uiaiJ.^ o ,ncoa 
of t*f Tr'sr?,1: rr*o.-. ; r-^^i .:r.v.'-.r C-r-.^I--. .Lnflv-sriC&w i*on '-L^ first
cf
--.- . ^^ f ?.*?'' V .V"*' - 7 If •,«.£•*••': i^^'JOB '^1!^ lilv'-.l fl
a-M t»rp-.", -^r-n TTT;*,:-. ^--ai v- lir M o^at^ fiabjc-Jlfc from
*s-ny .-'Ic-^ijl^ fclV^sd '»r,)0.i u f;1'S\ 3 in v:j*»1.
th* first to aV-.oi^t *> eataM^ab .-» ,-^jila- th-v*ovu A- 
and th«i 'suooisa vb.i--jh bi« pi ;.-u iehiOT44 it taauifisd ty tie 
fict tVit n I 1 lldirjj. W.IT ar^ii-i?l tc hi;, c*. tLo A*-»*»»i:t« Hill. 
Tittle also "baaidn titloji ani a few 3>a»sa?je8 of these fi^nt OOTJ- 
tri"buticnB *,o r*^Jlo?" drawa hftT9 w ::*• dOTn to us} "buv- we know
that, despite Cicero's adverse Judgment upon their merit, they 
ioijg oontinufcd to be popular at Row), a^d to be read In Schools 
tturxng the Augustan a/^ . The subjects ware takon from 
/nytfiology, orsek life or centoaporary Roman hiaiory. liylus
<"T.tginated the curious pra£*teft whereby ono ;*a*or 
g to A flute acconpaninei'it anile Anotuar d^no • <l :»*• nerrormed 
the oorr««pr»nd?.Tir .^••*i«vJ^t.j.o^3r Va 4 . hn It chiefly important 
in ttid hi b t,ory or pcrflir irr»«ia.. b^o?\U8e hie pl&,ys ma,r)c th« >>Bg- 
innj.ng of r,ne cult.iTation of theatrical rapreff-^nt&tion AH an
?rt, ?,nd as "beir.^ thu prorinoa of profe^ftlonul play- 
Wit,jb. him also "ber'is.n th* division of the drarifi«i IP. to
The r»Tt «Tit-- to fnrt^ff 1} • -i ^ 
<?r»rr« rp? (jr?a6UC Ha^rl^r, a nt-Ai^* of C 
t. both rr* epic a^ti the flr^rs ^f^rcnghly /?»t*»'b <J*s?'i'*c .
v v tvf? » "better
oomio •'•"Rn tra :* •*. p?^t. A.5*h*«,-^ r>n?."r ^rni.ren^F. of i.i» 
work, inoiuainer th« tit')$p o.f Mr tragedies, are eaetarit, they 
,eiT» nuffiolent «Ti<?.enco of thair voi"{? -for the most part tron*- 
JL»tlo.'.t.i or adaptation B. TTa made PT InnovAticr.,^ 5wever, by 
ohoo^Vitf c'lcxructers from Ro:T4n In-ands anl hiotory Tor tha plays 
of lpMc';ni*, Andromache, and r»ana« . Hie originality wa» 
further manifested in tli9 strong personal satire and ab 133 
which he is said to have dJreoted against the vices and even
ccrporofel de/«ot» «~»r fionp.uls arrl cthor eminent figures in 
tioa. )'n ono of his ^rrnat: which l>a*7 c oor.'f* A(>\m to 
-iwhfc V *t«jjn,, ins?mmt?.r.g thnt, tv c; o^'n t,»-\od 
r.ot ny T>.c:'r irir*-v.0e hnt by vhe cruel <>
i p.c-r.tr fivt-t rc-s«?.-?. "••»«. fhft
of ti .«•
. M3 tht -acur ••oe It tons 
the 
tbe kio^x, kUvient ai«tre
11 c lrtvg«.ji«ii of rtui^tup Snnl^is aarJcsd a. ij^«il ad- 
/-i ti.€ tJr.'i.-??. 01 ,N"»^7l!»<". «or?or.1l'-T *c cio-iro to-* was a 
, -& feivi.^is.tiv ar'i ri.nifii-.jjr *r^1. t*r
a.-'i ion
titl* of **mh«r ^f >ir'm«».n song*, '*'>*• h* ^rs a pr.;:;;:'^ c*pio 
writer ,*» «*31 au rtrariiT^ist . TA !B pla^yti wctrt. prci»rl»ly tians- 
1 a to on* fr^n pophoo.l«ft ^nd. fturipidee, rfctr.rr ^an origi..«-: trag­ 
edies. Thfl 'Mftdea" enioh h<; ttoeft upon the iTcdta* .f Bur-
15,
-Ipides, was considered hi« "bsat prod Motion. This story of 
Gratik ant lenity WUH vory popular wi-iih lla^ui di*uiu 
AtiiiiB, Varru, Ovitij aria sseneoa, »uu9*5a»1.v»*ly iiaiw 
proved on, thu "K«<ia*i M of '£nniu*».
«» wel'.l *a urn^i;/ o%..*s auacr K
tiers. 'i'.^c 
«.r^.K trj-ti E* Ijv.f^v juui JrA.M-7»t?.o is^v;4&;-i for
> a-.-:, fr-o.u «. i-nio-i of &'.ll t,h«^ *;>•«<, ilwi-j^ta of 
thr> already «xifc\»iii<< oraas fonris or o-jxaea^', a;.d£r t'-ii » ":.:: ii;ing 
Grd^l iiil'lv4:,:-;c3, A/O&S '.iiv ;"?;t;«~^»- oouiedy of 
of no lo^3 th*.^ vlftv-o
l'.tjt-;;u;.-: .;••;*:: 'norv <'j* ,..^i-yl', if,. . nls , 
*<i (:4 71.'.'., i/.< tii.- "'Ui.nri^r< *--^*i: . .f
oi
meinly on brie* iitoat«aidi;ta by Ji 
»nd Jerome! i* th* gdii^raliy £,cuapv;ad ono . Ho se^.^. -«o hx 
begun bi» career In the menial oapttoity v>£ tt*ga o*rv^nt6/ at
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Rome, and there probably he acquired his theatrical taste and 
ambition for producing pla,ys of his own composition. Much 
uncertainty attaches to the subject of his early education, but 
it is highly probable that his literary pursuits were maintained 
at the expense of much hard manual toil amid adverse circum- 
stanc^s. His extraordinary literary fertility is alm<st 
irreconcilable with the accounts of his life of hardship and 
poverty, and can therefore be attributed only to tho greatness 
of his genius, which gave him so complete a mastery of the Tat in 
1 111_11n..11jmJiEjJii fill liftH til 1 n $ and metre, and made him the great 
exponent of Tatin comedy based on Greek life.
It was about 224 "B.C. when Plautus began his career 
as a dramatist. TJ0 continued to write for the staje al- 
most without a rival in popularity until his death, fort3r years 
later, when Terence was but a boy. One hundred and thirty 
comedies have been attributed to him by ancient writers, but all 
except twenty-one are rejected as spurious by Varro. Of these, 
the «"1 dularia" exists only in a very fragmentary form. S -me 
of the others, too, have cone down to us in an abridged or 
mutilated form, a circumstance accounted for by the long period 
during which the plays were preserved only in stage copies. 
They probably also underwent further distortion and alteration 
in the hands of classical scholars during the Renaissance re- 
vival. The prologues seem to have suffered most in this 
respect. The twenty-one genuine plays of Plautus were
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probably written during the two last decades of his life.
The Taptlve" is perhaps the most interesting , 
though not one of the most humourous, of the Plautine comedies, 
it certainly is the noblest and tenderest in sentiment, despite 
the total absence of female characters and of the romantic 
element, a circunstar.ee which relieved the play of that indelicacy 
and coarseness which is regrettaMy present in most of the 
other plays. The interest is rather pathetic than comic; 
wit and humour are superseded "by domestic sentiment and pathos. 
The relations and affectionate devotion existing between Tyn- 
darus and philocrates, tvo finely wrought c aracters, have mane 
the plot a notable example of fidelity and self-sacrifice. 
The claim that the speaker of the Epilogue nakes for the play, 
that its morality is of the simplest arul purest kind, is very
ell merited. T e development of the plot has won j. raise 
frori all critics; the author's own praise of it in the Prologue 
reveals his satisfaction in having accomplished something not 
achieved in his other plays, though at the same it pronounces 
condemnation on plays of the type of the "Casina" ,~r "Trucu- 
lentusy whose vulgarity makes them offensive to modern read- 
ers . .
«won pertraetffite fp,et&?.t neque item ut cettrae,! usque 
«p,pt:*sldic1 irmu'it rorauB icmc^^ra'hi^8 *! ]3ic n^quo porlurus 
"lenopt nee sieretriji rrfkla)r.eque ^.i!leB gl^r Sor-u s" Prologue 
"55-58.
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ia an excellent portrayal of a respectable 
rich old citizen, who professes to have been driven into unre- 
ler.ting cruelty "by the way the world has served him in depriv­ 
ing him of his two sons . There are many very fine pasaages, 
auch as that in which the disguised slave Tyndarus appeals tc 
\ TT e£;io for lenient treatment during his captivity.
"Taa ago fai irjti 13 "b?,- i-iam -latua t-rrj.
tlffl.* yr •— 4 li > H'*^ **4t ^ ^  ^ 1 * ^*» c '^ifc « ^  *»i?» V» *"* *" "t" ^ 1 * <5 *M» ^ -o »*•$*• 71* ;**^ ** *•
,. «U- .......... .L *J v. -A - W» *...'- J> : * i.' » - vl* 3v V' • U . L « . U . /. - » w V* • A ^  .. * j ,• j '.•*..•••,
"Tro ill3 apud n&s ssr'iit, <iuaT, ojo nine hie apad ^e
"$uam tu f iliuas ta'.ijB, tar; p^ter no raaua
•CJapfciTl- 310-:516 
Ergaeilus is a fairly typical Plautine parasite,
speaking a good deal in soliloquy.
Besides the superior moral tone of the play, great 
interest attaches to it as being one of the most notable stud­ 
ies of dramatic irony in all literature. In this circun- 
Bta-ce it is a striking illustration of a very important phen­ 
omenon in all plot development "by Tatin dramatists. One of 
tho ohief laws of dramatic art which descended from Greek to 
Tatin drama was tl;e strict observance of the unities of time a d 
place. prom this arose t e impossibility of representing in 
action on the sta^e anything but the crisis of a story. In 
consequence all Roman comedy took one recognised form of dram-
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atio action, according tc which there was an opening situation 
of complication "between various conflicting interests and 
actions; these were intricately interwoven and developed along­ 
side the main plot a™d "brought to a resolution in which all 
the interests were harmonised. Many of the Roman comedios 
are elaborate networks of intrigue. This opening situation 
may "be any one of a number of various kinds; there is the sit­ 
uation of mistaken identity, technically called "error", v/hich 
seems to have "been a very favourite one both with Roman and 
"Elizabethan playwrights. T'e classic example of this form 
is the "Fenaechmi", the basis of Shakespeare 1 s "Comedy of 
TYrors". Other situations are those of contrast, as in 
the "A,de3phi M of Terence; of intrigue, as in his "Phormio"; or 
as here, in the "Captivi ' , of irony, vvhich depends on the
"spontaneous, unlocked for, unconscious clashings in the c urse
1 
of events". In this piece the dramatic irony "brings
about Hegio's merciless punishment of his unrecognised son,
AB to whether or not the dramatic unities have been
observed in the "Captivi«, there has been much contention among
2 
critics and commentators . leasing represents the vie 1 that
they have and declares this comedy the most perfect ever staged. 
1 •
The Ancient Classical Dr&na - R.G. voulton. page 417
2. volume 1.
See Dunlop»s HTT istory of Tatin literature" pages 177 and 178
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In support of the negative opinion, it is maintained that 
Pbilocrates'r journey to Klis from Aetoba, which took place 
"between the opening and closing of the action, could not have 
been accomplished within the prescribed limit of t,ima;moreovcr, 
certain inconsistencies and improbabilities are objected to 
as d&Btroyin^ the unities of action and place, such as the 
sudaen appearance of 3talagmus, the fugitive slave, at the last 
act, and the mention of Roman names while the scene is laid in 
a to-/m of Greece ( Act lv. 1 880) . Here, as in most 
of his plays, Plautus, like Fhakespeare, shows a disregard of 
historical and geographical trifles; it is a common practice of 
his to make his characters refer to all, excesses in merry-male ins 
and drinking as "playing the Greek", as though the characters 
themselves were not Greek, He epeajca of Triumvirs at Thebes, 
and builds a "Capitol*1 at Epidaorus.
The main plot of tre Tlaptivi" has been repeatedly 
imitated in England a-d prance; an old play entitled "The Base 
is Altered" and attributed to T?en .Tonson, bears a striking 
resamblance to it, while Rotrou's nles Captifa" is based on it.
The "Rudentf> unique in its setting, is probably the 
most pleasing of all Plautine plays to modern readers. Here 
there is much of the same atmosphere of romance and poetry as 
is felt in "The Tempest" or '"f/inter'B Tale''. "Pericles, 
Prince of Tyre" recalls this Latin comedy, and indeed, is said 
to have borrowed from it. The origin of the "Rudejfj" as is
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suggested in .the Prologue, is probably a play of Diphilus and 
the unmiBtak|able Greek atmosphere has been i reserved to a more 
than usual degree in t l e process of adaptation and translation. 
The plot ie conceived av d worked out in unite a different vein 
from all the other play* of Plautue. It is not accounted a 
perfectly constructed drai a 'ecause in the conclusion v-ve are 
not told what becomes of Ampelisoa and Traobalio; moreover, 
Scepar*Uo disappears from the scene of action too early in the 
play; Daemonos also, in inviting the crafty and villainous 
Tabrax to hi? table, violates the usual rules of dramatic 
retribution by which labrax would have deserved to lose all 
his gains. The beauty and grace of the language,however, the 
lightness of treatment, t*:e refinement of sentiment and the wild 
scenery, all contribute to the charm of the comedy, Ti e rom-
||antic note is str«ck £ the outset by Arcturus, the splendors 
atella Candida signum? the speaker of the Prologue , and is 
maintained throughout the play. The Prologue, unlike many 
of the Prologues to pla.ys of Plautus, is probably genuine; it 
is thus written in a higher poetic strain than the others. 
Arcturus ^ives a key to the opening situation, though not a 
summary of tbe //hole pi 0 * such as is given in the Prologue to 
"Captivi". The scenic arrangemert s must have been much more 
picturesque and elaborate than usual; the stage represents a
part of the crast near the city of Gyrene, and is thus supposed
1 
to be overgrown with bullruBhes and other plants ; in the baclt-
TT—<3.f. Act 11 Scene 6. 1. 523 (0 Scirpe, Scirpe — —— )and 
Act 111 Sc 2 1 630 (Sirpe et lasserpicium)
22.
1
-ground is the Temple of Venus with an altar in front of it;
near by is the cottage of JDaemones; the sea is supposed to "be
2
visible to the actors , while the door to the left of the spec­ 
tators probably served for entrance from Gyrene and its harbour^ 
and that to the rig' t for entrance from the sea-shore.
The play opens during a storm, in much the same man­ 
ner as Mthe Tempest". There is a succession of vivid in­ 
cidents right up to *,he point .vhere T.abrax discovers that the 
two damsels, his lost booty, are in the temple of Venus and 
rushes in to seize them; but tedious scenes follow which are 
laden with quaint conceits, witticisms and bandying of vords 
"between the fisherman and Tr^chalio, the slave of Plesidippus; 
the scene in which the contest between those t vo takes place 
would however he very amusing in the representation. The 
"Ruseus" was probably first acted in the year 192 B.C.
One of plautus's earlier and minor plays, the 
"Cistellaria" turns upon the sane theme as the "Rudetts", that 
of the accidental recognition of a lost child through tie dis­ 
covery of a casket; but it has probably been very much muti­ 
lated and the copies are very inp-rfect.
The "Mostellaria" one of tho best of Plautus's 
plays, is, like all his others, based on a greek original. In 
this case, it was a play called "The Ghost", probably the work 
of Philemon, from whom Plautus borrowed the plot of his "Trin-
Act III Sc. 317688 
2. Act 1. Sc. 2 linos 148-155.
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umnuB" and "Mercator". The scene is laid in a public 
street,in Athens,of which two houses separated by an "Angipor- 
Urfl" are represented on the back of the stage,
in thia piece, which is not introduced by any Prolog^ 
t >e comic element ie paramount. The ingenuity and great in­ 
ventive genius of the dramatist ar© abundantly at teatad in the 
character of the slave Trar.io whose clever intrigues and roguerie- 
form the mainspring of the action. It is a common thing 
in Plautus, as it was in Menander, to make the slaves t v e centre 
of the comic element; thus many plays are wholly dependent on 
the unscrupulous and witty slave for their action and humour. 
The plot of the "Mostellar is," consists of a series of ready lies 
forged by Tranio in his determined and continued effort to 
prevent his n liter, at al3 costs, from entering his house where 
his dissolute son in indulging himself and his companions in 
unlicensed merriment and debauchery. Tranio'8 fund of 
invention and resource is inexhaustible; one absurdity leads on 
to another situation still more absurd, until both the credulous 
and foolish naster Theoripedes and his neighbourXSimo become 
puppets in Tranio's hands. The whole fabrication breaks down 
through an untoward incident, but by his assumption of indiffer­ 
ence to tl ;e threat* of The or op ides, v/hich be answers with impud­ 
ent retorts, Tranio comes off with ircpujiity.
This play is illustrative of the atylc in which 
Plautus excelled: witty repartee, spirited dialogue> broad humoir
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arc all he^e exhibited to groat advantage . Act II, Scene 
2, in a good example of t is style. Plautus'8 skill in 
character drawing is also greatly rnanifeat in this piece. The 
sketch of Philemat iura, with her simplicity of character, flond- 
ness of dress and cositieties, and her devotion to her lover 
and Benefactor, la very pleasing and lifelike. Theoropides 
is a type of man. often met with in Plautue - the short- sighted 
weak-wi31ed f a.ther »who easily falls victim to the knavery a? d 
superior wit of his Slav® and the prodigality of his spend­ 
thrift son despite his own avarico arid co-vetousnesa. SitfO, 
too, is of a class much derided "by Plautug, nar.ely, husbands 
who are the dupes and slaves of domineering wives whom they have 
rrarried for money. The minor characters are all por­ 
trayed in a realistic manner, tut Philifclaehes, whose indecorous
conduct was the foundation of the whole plot, j. B perhaps thesoliloquy
least effective of all the characters. Fis long &&¥&$&?t in 
which he regrets h4s recent extravagance and dissipation, 
reproaches himself and compares the upbringing of a young nan 
to the "building of & new house, is not unlike, in its sentiment, 
the famous speech of Jacques in "As you like it", beginning 
"All the world's a stage". Philolach.es plays very little 
part in the action which finishes a little unsatisfactorily, for 
we are not told what happened to the lovers, Philemat ium and 
Tphilclaches; interest in thair relations yields completely to
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that created by Tranio, who "becomes the real hero.
The "Moetellaria" has found many imitators and bor­ 
rowers. It was the basis of "Le Retour I:iprevu",a one-act 
play by Regard, a great French comic dramatist. This 
adaptation was the immediate source of Henry Fielding's "The 
Intriguing Chambermaid", acted at Drury Tane in 1733. In 
"The English Traveller" a tragi-comedy by Thomas Feywood (1632) 
there ie a bye-plot which, taking up about half of the whole 
action, aj'pears to be a mere reproduction of the "l^OBtellaria". 
A comparisrn of Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew" with the 
"Hostellaria" seers to indicate that Shakespeare was much indebfc 
ed to the Latin comedy, although he "based the plot of "The 
!Ktming of the Shr^w" on an earlier play of the same name (1594); 
but this point will be dealt with later in discussing the 
general relation of classic to Shakespearean drama. There are 
many other modern plays, Italian, French, and English, which 
are thought to be more or less indebted to the "Mostellaria" 
such as ^en Jonson's "Alchemist 11 or Addison*8 "The Drummer or 
the Haunted House".
The "Menaeoirmi" although not one of the best Plautine 
j'lays, is well known as the origin of Shakespeare's H C< medjr of 
Brr< r*.* and will also be treated in that co noction later. 
The play hinges upon the favourite theme of mistaken identity. 
The plot is improbable in the highest degree, but the happy in­ 
vention of the t*'in brothers creates endless opportunities 
for humourous incidents and situations. Here again is the
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ever-preaent parasite.
The eource of the "venaeclimi" is again Greek, as 
ve are told in the Prologue; "hut the author of the original is 
unknown. Epioharmus, a Sicilian dramatist, is thought 
hy some to "be this author, probably only "because the "brothers 
Wenaeohmi cam from Sicily; but t} e general tone of the play 
is much more in keeping with t'-e new Attic comedy, and there­ 
fore venander or any other exponent of the new comedy might 
more reasona"! ly be the author of the original which inspired 
Plautus'o "Menaechmifl NO Latin play has ever been so fre­ 
quently imitated on the nodern stage, particularly the Italian. 
It was first translated into Fn^lish by William Earner in 1595. 
Many Italian and French versions of it exist, notably Reynard's 
"I,es Fenocbmes ou Les Juneaux*
The "Files Gloriosus" is chiefly interesting as he- 
ing a clever portrayal of that dramatic character which was intr
duced and brought to perfection by Philemon ar>d Trenander in 
tr.e new Attic comedy, and bequeathed as a stock type to mod' rn 
drama. T h.e braggart captain became one of the most hotorious 
personages on the early Italian, French and "English stage. 
The boasting cov/ard obsessed with vanity was a favourite hero 
of a Roman audience. The stories :f the vainglorious 
captain of this pTa.y are exceeded in extravagance only by the 
ironical flatteries of his obsequious toady, «vho gwears to 
the truti of all that his master says. The first act of 
the play has little to do with the plot, but servos to acquaint
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the audience with this central character, Pyrgopolinices. His 
confirmed conviction that every woman ie in lore with him forms 
a principal part in the intrigue, while tho ingenuity with 
which the secret comraunic ation between the t*o hounds is car­ 
ried on must have nade the piece hJghly amusing in the repres­ 
entation. Pleusidns is a very insipid lover and an uriinter- 
eutin^ character; but the agreeable old Poriplectomenes is per- 
hap» the beet wrought character of the play. Durazzo in 
Maasinger*s "Guardian" is a very similar type, and the fact 
that tho cook in the sane play bears tbe same name as the one 
employed by Peripleotonenes, lends support to the conjecture 
that plautua was T.fassinger'a model in thia instance. The
immortal valstaff has been accounted & combination of the Roman
V parasite and "*files Gloriosusj' but with infinite^ore wit than
either. Kis humour and ^eninl disposition enlist c^m- 
pathy and excite both laughter and api robaticn, while his T.atin 
counterpart excites ridicule along with the laughter. In 
"The ?.£erry wives of Windsor" he has more affinity with the 
Plautine captains, by his abimrd notion that all women are en­ 
amoured of him. Other examples of the braggart soldier 
in Elizabethan drama we find in Pistol in "Henry V tt , Bessus in 
Beaumont and ?letcher*» "^in^ and no King", and Bobadil in nen 
Jonsori* s "Everyman in his Tjumour 1*.
The "Trinui/inuB", liks* the wCaptivi" ie a comedy of 
mere pBychologioal interest than most of the Plautino plays 
and incident ia here subordinate to character. The domestic
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comedy of middle class life, such as T'enander wrote, is here 
introduced into Tatin drama. Tbe plot is unusuall,v well- 
constructed; the incidents arise from each other very haturally. 
The sentiments of the characters are so uniformly virtuous as 
to become a little wearisome, but the tedium is relieved by the 
unflagging exuberance of the author; nor is the play without a 
certain grace an a oharm. The good sense and good feeling 
of respectable people is made paramount. The plot is bor­ 
rowed from the Greek of Philemon, and is in the original more 
aptly called "The Buried Treasure? The moralising tendency 
displayed in the allegorical prologue is an important feature 
of Roman osmedy, and is traceable to the influence of the 
Greek chorus whose functions were for the most part, taken over 
by the Roman prologue and epilogue.
The "Aniphitruo* stands apart from the other plays 
of plautus. It shows much more affinity to the brilliant 
burlesques of Aristophanes than to the later school of Menander. 
It is the only surviving example of the burlesque in Latin 
drama, and still remains a masterly specimen of the kind. Fresh 
currency v/as given to it by Moliere's version of the sane play, 
though aiuch of the Plautine spirit was lost in tbe process of 
translation. In the prologue Plautus calls his play a 
"traglca-comoedia" and this is probably the only occasion in .v 
tragi-comedy is mentioned by any of the anoient authors.
£9.
According to the explanation put into the mouth cf Mercury, 
the term ia used in a far- different e-enne from that which we 
s-Pl'ly to it; for the only reason that the play ie thus termed 
ceemo to "be the indecorur. cr ever. Er.crilege cf ca?_!ir.g that a 
ccmedy in which £0dc and kings appear; gods were generally 
introduced into tragedy alcne. The prologue is much 
longer than ir, other Plautir.e plays, Taut It takes en the rama 
x-'olfc, that of explaining to the audience the action of the play. 
The plot hinges upoj- the much ur.ed motive cf mistaken identity. 
The character of Alercf;na is "beautifully portrayed and in her
at the suspicions of the real Amphitryon, she resembles 
wneri placed in similar circumstance B .
The reference in t?ie prologue to the "cerium* or 
leather nask rf the playor ir. rather interesting, for it is 
supposed that the use cf the rcaok, according to Grrei: practice, 
wad not adopted until after Terence^ day. If that is true, 
tnen "corium" muist here have another meaning, and perhaps 
refers to the aotcr'e ovm skin, which -'ould suffer on bei^jj
The "Aulularia" or "Pot of Gold", is ona of the 
iictdiocre play a of Plautuo, "but its conmonplace story provides 
a fremework for the "brilliant ar.d lively character ol:otch of 
"HJuclio, in whom critica havo said wo uave the pure miser, ho 
neither has desire to increase bin ators or enjoy 1.1, but is a
rory alave to it, and in constant dread of losing it. This
» 
character was the original of Moliero»s "Rarpagon" in "L'Avare-"
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and of jiany other misers on the modern stage. The text of 
this play is very imperfect and the end is not sxta^t at all.
It is impossible to jud^e the extent of Plautus's 
criminality , since all but mere fragments a^d titles of these 
Greoic play a which are known to have been hia originals, are 
themselves lost. Plautus and Terence alone remain to us 
the exponents of the now A_ttic comedy, whose great master v/as 
Menander. It is remarkable that none of the Roman dramatists 
exercised their dramatic power and genius in the creation of 
original plays, but invariably either oloeely imitated or bor­ 
rowed entire, the plots of the ar^ek dramatists. Indeed, 
the more closely Latin dramas adhered to Attio models, the more 
perfect were thsy deemed, and when later these models were ahan- 
dored, the poats Incurred the great disapprove}, and ridicale 
of their critics. It was in consequence of the & aa,t facili 
with which, the finest Bpecimans of art could be procured by 
plundering the Greek towns that Rome could lay claim to but few 
artists. At this period, the productions of Greek liter­ 
ature wer^; almoat aa new to zbe Romans as the most original 
compositions would have boon. The dramatic works, therefore, 
of the Tatin writ-rs, oupeeially those of the period xvie n the 
regular Tatin drama was first emerging, possessed as much novel­ 
ty for the audiences as if their plots wer-, new.
Plautus, even more than his predecessors, availed
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himself of live inexhaustible resource8 v,bich lay in the field 
cf Greek drama. It was natural that he should cheese 
the- now Attic Comedy, tyhich had reached its hijjhesit perfection 
in tho hande ' f f.'en«i.ndor juut about half a century before 
Plautus was born, ratine r than the Old <-i Ifidcilo comedy; for it 
WK.B Piore in keeping with the Rom&n spirit. The Cld Greek 
comedy, repi fcsented by Aristophanes,, v.ae excessively bitter, 
libellous, ana often obscene; & eat license was allowed in the 
dramatists, who under the pretence of public fcu&l, spared no 
par^ of public conduct. When the people loBt their poli­ 
tical influence, conic writers perforce bc^an to restrain their 
former license by introducing fictitious title** for the real 
porbont* vvhoiu they wanted -co t^tiriee and hold up to public 
scorn. The Middle remedy, as this species cane to be 
called, £oon ^rew as offensive ana ciangerouu ao the OlcL Ccinedy r 
and finally writers of comeay v/erc driven to the employment 
of f iotitiouB characters* and &ubj«cts and comedy became a more 
goror&l imitation of the common nannerti and events of li^tt. 
pei'tion&l invective was ubandonod, and the chorus, which had been 
the chief vehicle of censure and otvcire, waK recjcvori. Thus 
the S«w nonedy of banners, though lacking the i'ire anci variety 
of the Old and Ifiddjo Comedy, is generally held to have been 
superior in delicacy, morality and refinement 01" sontimont. 
The nest ancient plays of Rome,notably those of 
Haeyiuo, were foriaed on the older Greek Comedy, but the fate of
xo•-•C •
and the failure of his plays intimidated succeeding 
dramatists too much for them to follow his example. More­ 
over, this sptr.it which porvadsd ancient correrty, offended the 
more serious and dignified taeto of the Roraans. Thus Plaut^s, 
in Thorn a genuinely national as well a« popular .feeling was very 
strong, turned for inspiration and model o to the new Attic 
Oomedy ae represented in tho vrorkB of niphiluo, Philemon, and 
?J!"onander, though a fow of bis comedies, such aa the "An^bitruo" 
are more in th :- style of the Twiddle Comedy, All the chief 
characteristics, merits and faults of the Jfw Comedy are pro­ 
bably the sane as thone of all tho eytant T.atj.n coinody as repres- 
entejd by Plautus ar.d Terence,
Tt is to the prologues that wo are chiefly indebted 
for our knowledge of the rotation between Beman playr, and their 
Greek originals. Neither Plautus nor Terence rmde ary p.t tempt 
to give a Roman colouring to their plays; they did not alter t^e 
scene of action or give Roman names to their charaoterr., but
preserved every circumstance which, could convey the GreeJr spirit
to 
to their countrymer. Thejr great object Tas to g
Romans in their ov?r. language what we.s the p.oted. dreana of the 
educated classee of Greece, ard In doint; so, they raided con­ 
versational Latin to the dignity of a literary style.
Plautus's ori-inality then is not to be found in his 
actUFil plots, but in his fr-,e and independant handling of
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those plote \vhach he iourd ready for his purpose in the Greek 
comic dramatist**; and over these he spread an atmosphere of 
exuberant animation, merry wit, anci cordial -good humour that 
was certainly h.is own; much of the Roman tone and spirit is 
present. The plays team with anachronisms, and many of the 
acciai conditions, institutions, and usages, which are depicted 
as Greet, are equally characteristic of the Roman society of the 
e^,6 for which Plautus and Terence wrote. Plautus was there­ 
fore no servile translator, but an independent adapter. His 
"boldness and apparent carelessness in the handling of plots seeas 
to have prevented ni« "becoming a consistent ar-tist; for in 
his interweaving of t^o or more plots to form one to his o-vn 
taste, th«re is evident an indifference to complete harmony. 
Bur, Plau-cus was responding to a popular demand; he knew exactly 
what would suit the tastes of the people, and therefore con­ 
trived his plot** accordingly. He realised that it was 
ludicrous and clever intrigue, incidents of eating arid drinking, 
ready wit and humourous dialogue and spectacular effect,rather 
r/nan unity of plot, elegance, or refinement of Bentiment that 
would inakft trie strongest appeal to M* Roraan audiences.
The prevailing spontaneity of wit and dialogue in 
Plautine plays could n«t <x>roe by way of translation. Though 
in the process of adaptation, raucr. of Kenander*a purity and pol­ 
ish of ntyle has "been lest, the wvis coiuica" is retained in full 
measure. This quality Julius Caesar mi SB-id in Terence
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"but becr< use he had preserved the Attic grace and elegance, Cae ear 
chope to cal" birr, "ifcnar.dcr halved"; Plautue might be Ju.atJj called 
the other half of renander. Plsutue had dramatic genius; li e 
hi? Greek meter h,e v/p.s a clooe g.nd sympathetic observer of human 
life. ire could thiM* brir^ to creek mte.rie.3s natural 
and per penal ey.perien.cer>. Fe ^ae essentially the si 
, f the people, especially of the lov/er and middle class, whose in- 
threats and misfortunes he shared. FiP criginality is 
aleo seen in hie introduction of alliteration 8.3d. aasonance into 
the Greek metree and in the effect which he produced "by a rapid 
and frequent change of metre.
We do not find in the drama of Plautus that eame 
diversity of character as ir. the inodern dramaj life itself had not
t
acquired its present variety and complexity; its range of types 
did not provide such as those which modern prcf»s8lon* and trades 
have created. The characters of Alcciena, ?Jiiclio and Peri-
plecto-neneg, however, are nDvel and not repeated in any of the otherI
dramas; but even ii the stock character!? which he has most frequent 
ly employed, often without even change of nansa, there ia much var­ 
iety. There 13 the well-to-do father, a ms.n of leisure, who may 
be either of the indulgent and easy-goirg type or of the rigid 
and avaricious type. In noot cases he is not possessed of a 
lar^e ftimd of common senee, but easily fallR e. pray to the extrav­ 
agances of a spendthrift son and the wiles pf an unscrupulous
slave in whom he puts all his confidence. In r-ost of the cora-sd-*«
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-ies, the central figure is the alave on whom the action of the 
pie;;.- mc^t frequently depend8. Both In the- (jreok and the Roman 
GO .T.»dy, the slaves provide the ccrolc elewent, and , "by their 
fertility of wit and nxpedlflmt, the internet of the play. They 
are gsr^rally superior in intelligence to their masters, and tire 
recognized "hy them as such. The faztiliurlty which existed 
between i.-ast^r and *l&,ve in very r'jmartca'ble; "but BO it existed in 
the Reman life of the time, and nay he accounted for by t'h« fact 
that th<? sla-va wa?. oftan a Sreok captivo nnd of aa good birth 
and sduc&liim ass. *,h *, map tor.
A ?r q.uer.t thcugji not prominent o 1 araober in the 
comedies is the reajJectaMe jaoVier of a fanil^, e*?*i5«r in the pur­ 
suit cf har daughter's in tare at, 3; iihr» is aom^timas the terror of 
her huotand, and somatinea the vietin of his tyranny. The ranje 
of fi'^r-ala o'iaract?-^ is- limited ; a 1 LmiUttion c'.ue to the special 
social, c.vidl tions-which prevailed with regard t-o .'foiaen. Though 
love Is the mainapril-na o.r i^o^t of Mi» inlays, f^ir^alo characters play 
a T-sry 87,mll part in th^s action; in fs.ot t the heroine in acne' pieces 
never arp-^ars ^t all o^r^ro ^.he «.ud3«•!€•-, and nil ovsnts connected 
with h-sr fir? narra'; «d *by other oharactere. Amon^ th« other 
female characterj an* the h^artleas ana rapacious courtesan, with 
her or-AVin^ for sboivy toilette and cosmetics, th« ^vaitir.^ nald, 
lively arid gill) of tcrigv •*• thl sari-.:louB 'out faithful nurse. Ther,- 
ie also a separate group u^'^irle, kidnapped in infancy and rescued 
from BTiaae by the cppo ,-tuno discovery of their free birtVi "by naan»
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of a casket; they ar«j always represented as of irreproachable
°/
character and conduct and/^reat personal charm* There is a 
notable absence of love-aeenes and display of tenderness, a^d ^hat 
lore there ia, is conducted for the west part on tfeiraost natter* of* 
fact mnd jeeroenary principles,
The parasite, or rrcfes?:? onal dlr.er*out, ever 0:1 the 
search for a r.eal, 5. a a character peculiar to anoient drsite*, . for 
he rever found hi« vay into modern dr^.ma, He was R. Tery cornraon 
figure in Roman Society » The hoaatinp; soldier i? al^o r favourite 
character in the plautirie plays, and one generally exagg«i-.?.ted . 
The loathsome and umjrincipl«»d s^la^e-necchant figures only too 
frequently. His r$le. is one of the n»o*t repnlei^e in ^ll Roman 
drs.ma. The young ^en are hep.dRtron^ a.nd rmmlnirff; self Indulgent 
sensual >>nt good naturedj fev r^ Phow ^.uch of the heroic quality,, 
TyndaruB and Philicrate* , however, are exceptions. Chan.^ea of
society and cust-OTiR prevent UB from appreciating f u? ly the ;?!?a.
w
te and pander; "but ir- the fp.th«rR and POHB, Plp.utur! haei
portrayed e^er living types.
The morality rf p?autJne playn may often appear
rery TPJC to modern r aderBj much Bhamelep.p deceit and unlicensed 
sennuality is condoned t and rympp.thy ip alwayg \rith the enamoured 
youth rather than with his mirtrer,B. But it nuBt he consid­ 
ered that the standard of morality rns recepserily such lorer 
in the pagar. thnr in the Christ ien world. The institution of
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y ?.'ftf' re crensi'bj.e for nurh cf th'.s rccre.l 3aT?ty, TM-rf 
is,hcwf!Vf; r, in Plcv.^tua, a Ci3.st1.net apprftciatJv-n "if rior£-,lJ.$r j and 
pro"ba"bly hies morality Ehcwd an irovTor^n^nt en that or the older 
poets. Tore j.s ro ?.r.fc£;«r & tner^ ,vnimp.?L par.nion, fic3e?ity 
"betv'cer. husband r.nd vif«> :'.,~ rncogn^.z^d, the worrt views aro made to 
appear rcpulsiTO. TTsrrcvsr, vx nftct frf:iuent. er.s^iples cf I'oeitfr. 
ii^e ^irtne-o. Vnny of the utteranc^ c of 1-hr no"ble Tyridarv.f; are o 
of a r.cra? tcne.KCt £i;rpc,nBftfl ir modern draaia. T : :at' r.pcaoh, 
alrepvdy quoted (Act II Sc 71} in which ho decl&ree r Sur?.ly there 
in a fi'Cd who hcare t.nd sc?.e what v\* dcj r.hr.rs Pa^utur a me.Bter of 
pathoaj p.f v;e?l as cf har^cr.r. Then ?jrc?s-.rue» r, entreaty to 
^egio thivt he v/ill net take unfair adranta.^ft of hir vrealth sails 
forth Kcg3c«3 inherent, gnerocity, anc1 Hf-gio flenlf.res his ahhcr- 
rence :.f riches in tr".sc words;-
"STon ego omnino luor^om omne esa^utilo homini existumo.
t
Scio e^o, multo» iam lucrum lutulentos homines reddidit ; 
•gBt etiam uhi profecto damnom praestmt facere quar, lucrum. 
Odi ego aurum; multa / ultis saepe euaeit perperam"
The "Cartivi" Tvhcuris in surih «:^prer?eicn» of n::Mf* 
sentinsnts. Fens cf Flautuc's p!?a: r<5 are sc indelicate as many 
plays which "belong to James t'£ virst'i roi^h. Plautus has 
drawn gcod non r.r.d t_:ood vTOiren. He hf*d an intina'o knowlod^e of
hiu fuller reii ir: l?,oir gunoral roitil,ioi.j v/ith each ether t ii not 
of t?,c-.lr dfc;:'Cr spiritual nr er-otifii&i life. Behind e.11 nis 
rollicking Limcvir, norrv «~it and trickery,, vLaru LL a. at-rious vein, 
and a2M:.cugli his ru' r. ol-^o^t ?/£.a to ii^iUGe, ho iu Eona^hin^, of a
IS oar rich "hn Cju'r^vd ^Lt.,!, rltatue is ncim.dciys .videly 
, oittfcido t;>o i^ncr oii-cli3 cf his ucholara, j?>.r whcm niL v.cr.co 
provide a f>'.6.*. fiold c:f ling';u:' t tic a*£ ./ell as lltsrar;y atucly. 
Farc.'c.al c-^edy i*.» not the bust adapted lor per^arie/ice, since the 
humcur nf ore a^e if; -ver> apv tt; lot*e itt fci-ce ^./id ^acc-iue raere 
weariner.si^to the nt-^t. But Flfautus mus-c, •;?•;." JT amain one of 
the ^raat out rtanilr ^  '.r}*Vj.8r,ces i--' 11 horary lirtor/, and his title 
to fHwo ii: not wholly nor cnrt*ji i-i&lf linguistic; I^r th-2 cjtaalities 
which ^ak?: Ms t.: ^ great dra v^tio ^an.lue of 3\o^e -su*e not or; ly his 
complete ra-i story of language ^nd uiot.-e, "bat hii ,27: tr 'aorSinary 
spontaneity a^d 5n^on' ivsirjgf, of sitaAtion, his ^\u"c.vranc3 jf spil?- 
its arid ova rf lowing- mirth, und his powsr of crilliant reparteo*
CHAPTER III. Trr^ . C-OMRDY OF TaKEKCB.
In the generation vihich alapstjci "between the time of 
PlautiiB aric that of Terence, dramatic dere"1 opraent soeins to have 
been carried on "by Caeciliue, Afranius, Tavinius, Attilius, Trabea, 
a^d others, but unfortunately, these remain little more than mere 
names to us, for the ravages of war and the intervention of a per­ 
iod of TmrbarisA or some untoward fate has deprived us of their
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dramatic \vorl:s. Wo can th-arefore jad^o of their inoriUi und de~ 
raorita only from suc;h sparse gasmenV,B und opinions that, have "beon 
preadrvQd to us of anoieav, oritioa and #• a^aaariaiis, v/uc; livsd whilo 
the works of taone dramatists »?er-:- j-Luarit. Judging from such 
cvidonoo, Gaocilitta aee.ua to 'bz ulio drai/iatiat of firai; importance 
in thla.. d»rk «iii«s. Of iii^ tnirLy crmiodi^a, unly a few dis« 
jointed pafisa^-i'S aro aooesaiMo. Dorn a tslavs, and. a, native 
of Milan, he sioona to have attainud to groat drtunatic aiSwinction, 
aiid.to li^Yu ""oecone a friorid of tiio poet Ennius. Aocording to 
the aocond Prologue to ;;ho ""leosrru*' -/: >o first r-jprc3<jntut,i.;ii of 
Borne of his plays raot wi'oh a rude reo^tloii. Terence apeak a of 
hie 3UCOGSB in "bringing into faroui* the rajeotod plt^a of C&eoi 
who had tlieu boen eicaitod to now efforts in the poetic urt. Like 
his groat predoooesora, ho was a follcv/ar 01 T'unandcr. Giooro 
charejeii Iiiii with impropriety of languago cui I style, yot places him 
at the head of ooiaic poata. }3ut Horace yoous to bavu Lutai 
exproouiiitS tliu popular sentiiuont with regard to Caouillua's plays 
when he ;jaid:-
"Vinoere Gaooiliuo ^aTitato, Terontiuu arto"
The teri.f gro-vitaa Is prol^Txly uuod i:i reupuc'o ijf 
plots tfOJL' dignity and aoriounnaus are cfaalitleLi to which no one 
can lay greater olaim than 'lorunco.
Lucias Afranius >vas a. writer of "tog^tao", ei apco" 
iea of drama which, flourished between 170 and 80 B.C., for though
he treated hia plays in the spirit of Tenander, ha ohose national ——1. 'Spistlc^to Augustus 1. 59———————————
BuLJcc«a. 7TQ acJrnrwlertgfcd h'fi deht to grander and other 
Cret-k drasiSiticte. ir a nurriT?r<; f rr27r.cn t •-
eor, uiu&pai san a iTonaudro r
Ut «i-ii8q.u& habult q.UOd <
f t-'je
H- MUST, lia'TO "ba^n a proliflo playwright for titles 
oi* nv^ lo.-ja t/i-^i f ortjraix pla,"'0 ha-re sorr* down to us. O.toero 
oalla 'nla aii l^^e-.iious and oloqu-^nt ;Titer !\nd Aunoniw in an 
3pi£fA& spaake "faju.iJIl A^ranl" . It nay ba^Q "boeji on ao» 
ooant c-i the ria^ltioua 1375 intrigues rMch "ne rapresonted on 
the sbaga .ard for .v'll^i 'J iiir5tili^n ss^gur^d him, that his writing 
*t.ic cojUiiLteu. to tv>3 flar»? "by Pcp« Gregory.
I-uaciuu La^lAiuB is TOPt Vnowt? to us as the notor- 
ICUE liter e.r'2- cpjcrent of Torer.rr Vbor t>ie letter m?Ve» a "butt 
i'cr oon-ieKipt fi V,ie jrrcloevts. Ir the 4fT!ur<ucfeuenhe caarges
him v.ith ti rni'nc torcl creelr rlc.yn 5r>tr; t>s.<5i jn-tin p]?,ye. "Bene
1
Y.G/ tciicU' tt cos(".6K snri^erdc r.«,Je» Terence neems to
uve iaaiiitp.l.n»«l e. U^er&ry ^ff,r with T,Rrririup, for he sT
in &.1" hU-. i.roj.1:^\e:i nt.re *.V.OBC of thfi"Hcftyrni Tav-
a bot?r. the "Ph^Sfc^" r.ridVflhnsa^ruB11 of M^n^nder. The
"Oaooua-? "•<3ornl<ju?.*vria'» "ParaBitu?" ar^ names of 
pluya pro"b.3b ly vrritton "oy Turp!l?.ur}, TrahoR, and Attilluo. 
Tii9 product! Dn of rach a great nasa of dramatic
writings in the ago of th«3 Bapunlio must "bo ^ argnly accounted
\
1. Prol. to Dunuohus v. 4.
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for by the faot that supplying the atage with popular enter- 
•tainment wau practically the only means for a poet to gain a 
livelihood; at that time,literature at Rome had not obtained 
the patrogage of & extinguished individual, and before the- 
day 8 of printing, literary works could not 1 ave a wide ciroul=
atior and thus receive the support of a reading public.
r
At the time -when Terence lived, Rome had become
much more impregnated with Gree> culture than in Plautue's 
day, for Greece w-^.s now Borne 1 s captive, but in the lull vh ich 
followed the end of the second T unic War, B.C. 201, Greece 
vm.s leading her captivity captive, a-d bringing the 'hole force 
of her art and culture to bear upon her uncultured conqueror. 
Terence was recognized as a valuable ally by t'-e renowns d 
Scipionio circle - that bod of cultivated, able, and influential 
men "hose avowed mission «vas tve purification and improvement 
r of the I.atin language, an d thus make more c^mp"^ot.e t'-e establish- 
rr.ent of the Greek standard of life and art,
publiua Terentius Af-sr, aa his name implies,was pro­ 
bably a Carthaginian "by birthj Afor is a sobriquet ./hich Became 
permanently attached to him. T^ut such biographical record 
as "e have of him ur>fortunately cannot be regarded as trust­ 
worthy, for many anecdotes attach to his name ' ich have a 
suspicious colouring; consequently v.-e cam ot vouch for the auth­ 
enticity of the details even of Suetonius 1 s life of Terence .. 
It is pretty certain,howev r, t-at he A-•.» horn in slavery.
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Suetonius says tie oould not have been taken prig oner in war, as 
he j^-as born and died "between tho and of the second Panic ^ar 
and the beginning of tho third* Ee was probably "born in 185 
B.C. Judgir^ from tho extreme purity of his Tatinlty, arid 
ita freedom from all +r ace of "bar "bar ir.rr, be /nust hs.ve left Africa 
at an o&rly age . Tie v/ac brought up iri tho household of 
I a rich. a-r:d educated, Roman Senator, Tereritius lucanue, whose 
name ho took. By hin,he was mamie.it tad. and eduofctad. 
He v^aa probably aliowod ample opportunitiee of instruction, but 
his early adaiBsion into an in ti ma to association with Sci^io 
and Lae^-iua muist ha^e boon a much more potent factor in the 
matter of his education. Out of this intimacy arose the ohar^3 
.brought again at Teronoo by hio detractors that hia put rone 
aharoU in the oompooition of. hi:3? p3.a;rB. Tho poot hlnaelf 
seems to have given cncourasernont to the popular notion, for in
t e prologue to the Adolphi he tr<jata it as a oompliiaont that 
*
w bo oculd L-it-rit tho assistance of such distinguished men:~ 
quod iati diount malivoli homines nobilea"-- —
h;^3 it nn the authority of ucr.atus that the 
poet hero allud^l to laeliua and Ecipio, but dcubt is ent3r= 
tained on the matter. Cioero thought it probable that his
,;3 /
illustrious friends helped him, though perhaps only by Judic­ 
ious hints and corrections. .
Only six comedies of Terentian authorship have come
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down to us despite the fao t that Terence is supposed to have
•
been a prolific writer. In the midst of his dramatic car­ 
eer IE left Rome for Greece,probably with the purpose of study­ 
ing at first 'and Greek customs and language, though according 
to one tradition, his purpose was to escape the carping crit­ 
icism of his detractoro. prom t 1 is voyage he see s never 
to have returned, Tradition r.ays that he w~s drowned on return 
irg home, and that his precious manuscripts, consisting of more 
than a hundred translations of Menander 'a plays, perished with 
him. Another story is that he himself escaped from the 
wreck, "but die* of grief for the loss of his manuscripts.
Of the six extant plays of Terence, the "Andria* 
is the first in point of time, and is generally accounted tr.e 
first in merit. It v/as acted at the Megalefi sian games in 
166 B.C. As stated in the prologue, it was OP impound­ 
ed of two j-lays of Menander, "The Andrian" and "The Perinthian". 
According to Donatus, the comments*, or of Terence, the first 
scene is almost a literal translation from the "Perinthian" 
of Menander. The characters on which the underplot 
is founded are probably of his cvn invention. The play opens 
with a long narrative of striking beauty and grace, which 
serves as a panegyric on pamphilus, and explains all the cir- 
cu; stances leading up to the opening -situation. The heroine 
Olyoerium does not an ear, "but we are assured of her irreproach­ 
able beauty and virtue. Chrysis with her amiable ^
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• itiee is unlike the usual type of courtesan. Poverty
 has 
compelled her to make a livelihood out of her beauty. 
In 
Simo we > ave the model of an excellent father who, contr
ary 
to the old mon of Plautus's depicting, is not so much v.h
e 
dupe of his elare. ^e IB neither over-indulgent nor 
exces­ 
sively harsh. Daw,s is a-nother example of the ehrev/4
 and 
tactful slave on whose cunning devices and inventions ih 
e action 
of the play turns , He is perhaps the heat represents.
! ion 
tiTOu.ghout elfi?Bioal comedy cf his claf»8. The timel
y ar- * 
rival of crlto ^rovitfes the necessary solution of the si
tuation 
"The Andrian11 is the most pathetic of all Terence's play8
* 
Steel* 1 8 "Conscious Lovers" is the "best known imitation 
oi' "The 
Andrian".
in the "Eunuchus* we have a play of a distinctly dif­ 
ferent character. "The Andrian" makes its appeal L/
 virtue 
of the 3* ace and delicacy with which the characters are 
sketches 
and the tenderness and constancy of the lovers; but the 
"Eunuoh- 
UB" is a p?ay full of rtvacity, clever intrigv^e and amus
ing 
circumstances. This ccmeuy alone prov ea 
^iiat 
Terence was not, after all, destitute of ttiat "via conica
-" 
the lack of which Caesar regrets in him. In Home i
t seems 
to have boon by far the most popular of Terentian comedie
s 
and according to Suetonius and Donatus, the poet receive
d 
for it from the Aediles eight thousand sesterces (about 
sixty
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pounds sterling) a larger sum than had previously b; en paid to 
any poet. According to Suetonius, it was performed in 161 
B.C. twice on the same day. The chief part of the play is 
taken from one of the same title "by Menander, but tha characters
of the Parasite and Captain are transferred from "colax"
few another play of V'enander.
The characters are very happily sketched. Thraso 
is the only braggart captain of Terence 1 * comedies,fcnd from his 
resemblance to P^Hutua 1 * Pyrgopolinioes, it would seem that 
Plautua and Terence drew from the same source, but commentaries 
are not agreed on thjft point. Thraeo is oert&j nly more re= 
fined than the other, while they both have full assurans of 
their own powers and iiroimaoy with the great, and both have 
the foible of thinking all women in love with them; they are 
I different in t eir manner and speech. Thraso excites
mirth without the aid of the extravagant bluster of Pyrgopolin- 
ice». A nev. featurtt in Terence* a Thraso is the de«= 
light which he takes in repeating hits ovvn Jest« desirin? to be 
deemeel a wit as well as a warrior. The scene in the fourth 
act in whioh Thraso pretends to marshal his forces before 
the house of Thais, is highly amusing; to cloak his GO -ardice 
in taking up a position behind the second rank,he cites the 
ol »»ioal example of Pyrrhus. In Phaedria as the fond 
ana frov/ard lover, e have a very human character. The
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first Boeiv.s in tLa third Ast led Colmnn to rna.K.e the assertion
that shsJcespears nust hiws "been acquainted with this play when
1 
writing "love 1 » labour 1 s
Addieon (Spectator lift. 170) hr,e rejp.c»r>cfid that 
Pintsdrla'3 r«fin«Bt to hi* TniotreBP on leaving her for a 
^ days is inimitably h^autiful and natural:•
""Egone q.uid 
"Cum inilito iato praeaein, ahsonc utsioe-
liiue* iu founded upon this QD 
The only "gncliah 'imitation of it, and tliat not a suocsssful one, 
is "3cllaajlr.i" or tbe "»r?.K-tr««»s« "by Sir 0. Bodily , 1687.
T.;i« tormina tier, of the pl-iv is disappointing; th^t 
Phaodria should have ^dTuittcd Thrash to a ehrsro of the f «sr oure 
of his Tiii .stress in order 'rarely thut he slight f^ar^ t.h-a ex­ 
penses "hich. sh«5 -an tailed, ie not oonpistent with the manners 
of a difJinter sted lover*
The rphormio M appeared in the same year &» the "Run- 
uohur». It w«.r an adaptation of the "Eri^icaficrnanos" of 
Appllodorus, the latest rnproaentr.tlon of the J§w Ootisdy of 
Athenn. The principal character IB the parasite v/ho is 
the most skilfully dravm of all the parasites in Old Tatin 
Comedy. 1^ him, v/e find all the traits characteristic
t
of that clans: a gluttonous appetite, plenty of self interest,
ffAndThis geHoFa1 behaviour vain, ridiculous , and" thras- 
"onioal" Act V. Scene 1.
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Shrewdness rather than honesty, no qualms of conscience 
and yet withal a generous heart. The pubtla aoheaiing of 
Phormio and CJeta,. the confidential slave, constitute the rain 
action of the comedy. Antipfco and. Phaedra are representat­ 
ive lovers, nager to gratify pasBiotf, "but in constant dread
C.
of parental vrat'i. . Nau^istrata is a lively sketch of a 
shrewd practical wifo andowed with plenty of common sense, while 
Chreaes is an excellent $jr*ittpls of a hupband who moekly submits 
to a domineering wife.
In tliifc comedy too there J.L /nuoh vivg.oity and .1*p- 
trifcuaj it g«,y3 rJs« to r.n adaptation though somewhat "burlesqued 
which was t;.e most farcical of all Foliere1! productions ^ "Les 
pourberies de Scapin" But in the opinion of T'r, Bunlop 
the coaiedy is unduly protracted after the principal interest is 
exhausted*
The "Adelphi" or "The Brothers" seems to have he-en 
a favourite Tarentiim comedy with «;he Westminster actors. Its 
originals are pla^s o.f jf^na/Kler and TJlph.llus. The in­ 
trigue of most of the play; • accord ing to Mr. TJunlop ie more olevd
ly ocnduotod than r.ny other play of Texenoe, But the Ger-
/ 
man scholar Fchmolder deeraed the concluding scenes spurious
on account of their great incongruity and inconsistency*
Therf* is an admirable contrast "between the father 
of the two boys and hi*» bachelor brother; the contrast between 
the two junior brothers is shewn to be the result of the differ-
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ent modes of education puraiPd "by two guard inn 8 of diametric­
ally op^/OBito character* the one a "believer :.n rigid discipline 
who i.iviuo.3 liiiv.sicli' -i. tiics .iucceois •.;!' liis; nothuds, while his eon, 
the object ci* uuch pride, hus already •rullon «, vie tin to 
p&saicn and geniality; trie other art en. ay ^cl> ty jovial toler- 
ant fallow vvhoae attitude to hi£ adopo'Ja son i* one of 3^uy 
ir.du.ltoU.ico. The o entrant ia poi'Lapa too d;.rcdt and too of-
/
tcr/ o"ctrud3Ci or, t'ae a I testier.: Terence; osr-oainly liad ei dldaotic 
pur-pccc in *jh.is. By eho-.vir:^ -cha rtsaul-cidg disadv*iit;.%,ge3 of 
cacti ijystoni ^f upl-rii.gir^, ho could inculpate the doctrine of 
the £,c?>0ics n £.'iosa.n, and recoiv.iuarid a ct--i d-.>jraite licsAc.'i 01' ^tu onte 
tcwarde their sens. A&schir.us is fc rery fir.aly skstched 
character; at one ti&e Ls hat all the air ard elegant ana« of 
a fin« gectlenAn; at another, *6 see him a ter;der, anxicua, and 
P&seiG'->ate lb>er.
Thifc comedy haft been freq.uun.tly imitated "by modern 
dra&atlBts; the aer.ti/n^ntfi, especially Lhop.^ of tr.o >vj.:.lAn throp- 
ic tficio, occur abaiii & T IC. a^ain. Thoet) of Xro.*ell lr 
Pen .j'c/.tron' ;: "Every ^ar. ir: ^is T^uo^r'f have a pa/tioular resoin- 
tlaiice to uher.. Eis spft^c 1':, b«c;lnnir-Jg "1her« is * vay of 
winning mor* by love? t'Aot 1 Sc«ne 1) it & direct inltttf ion of" 
the aclonratisd passage :•
"Pudore et liberal itate liberoa"--
The "Tfeautont imorumenoe* or "Self -torment or" was
"borrowed from a lost comedy of l^enander. It is the least 
1 Prologue 1
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pleasing of all Terentian comedies s.9 heirs; most fcrsi^n from 
modern manners. The 1-5 it a3r-o v;»nt, of Birth !ut "ri B is 
cotupansatec'. V.y the i:\trccAxtior, of >:utr:y "r.ftsut J.fv.l a.^d moral 
maxims is,nd "by that, cxl.r&orriir ..iry ja^GOthnscE, el«£,s.r.ce, a*)d 
purity oi' &tyle which IB the ^roat. c.v.0ol3cncr of TiBr«nc«5« It 
is in thie oowsd'.jf- the.t, ocoara oh^-.t fiuriCur, lino ?,t th« delivery 
of wi-iiuh , St. AusuB'iiiriy tolliJ UP, the theatre r?-r.rv.n£r.£ 7'lth
"Konc sum; humani nihil & wd alienum
This gives the "kayncts to all Ter^r/j^ 1 ?- •,)!.!!? ^) 
and attitude ^cmir.lsi mankind, 03 it doen fc that of his .#"sat 
nicijil, -renander. This comedy has hcsri th.* ground for 
much content lojj. aMon^st critics, a a to v/hethcr or not the 
unities* of ti'rj ^?><i place havo "c^en o%earved«
?li& ccnveutioR of dividing Crania into tragedies and 
comedies aocor<iing to tl'6 c'enouctDcnt vrcv!5 j?,ac? *,??« V-3?..y R of 
Torenco aEiong oouitdiefc, "bu-; their general Is.c^ cf th? w-riP 
ocLiioa 1' c',nd -};•*:.r Ba:'it;i2itnt,al trend p-te thc^ into th?> oats- 
gory -.vhidi tao vrondi call "ijor.Tc- serieuz" c.r::\ ''n^nedis 3ar- 
moyantw" -Ti'^ ovvatb which art; Cutlir.ofi era neither ir.tena« 
ly pauli.atic ncr rldicalcus. Tbo TTcoyra er-«c?.ally be- 
longs to tixie clasB. Here ia no "buffoonery nor ridiculoue 
parasite nor bombastic captain, but a beautiful and pleasing 
picture of private domestic lii's . Though its moral is 
excellent, it is not such as would, reccinrrusnd Itself to modern
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taste and aianviers . SOKISJ of th« 
pcv,M»r . v?c ha^e the poe.,5 o.vn tast
fc av«s rich in dramatic 
-iony -to itu unpo^^l^ri -yj
j.i u.-. Its h-j.-iic/y, I.0'.v or it;.-; fli*L,L ;"op- 
rtwcnt^u iou it v.\i3 iiist-ad c^' the i>Ld.g<s.
It WJLB ba-$'id up or. & ^ia^' of ;.po llodorus. I" lia« 
a aimplsr f^ble t.iat; L:,e c Liar 3 i,i .vhjL'.»Ja t'-ier-'i ia a dou'JIo ^-lo 
I'h* "Saconci. ?i"clviQUCf w .Vi-icic.'i « cr .-•la.t 3r-e.?,9 t«. "..v.'c- >r.vc:i ite 
tair(i i r^ji'vSb&n^aL icn, iiiJc-n!i*> '<i£< i'-I its Ai^'i c* sacc-aos o-.i its 
iirfet <*n.i cic.o-u.ia .i'e.-pr'0ft«3.r,i«iii;ions. inw OAUBU is 
U* tuv. :;ioi c poworial at Iractiojifi of tV:vr rope dan<ie-rrf; ai.o. g
vest oi 1 t':ic ola criiity «.--nd ccv.r:^. :/U' tcra u^^vz: it 
erioj 1 t.c- cvhsr Tsrontitir: ooii.su i^u ur; account of A lack 
r-.ar.8n;t-:ri«rit i<. t/io d.-ndud of il;tr i let and heciia 
«j, tnrsrt i« a prep;-nd*rano'j of 
xX playi: ohe unlj- i!->..t^^t momuLLSiits of hit 
v/e nu»it ir,v«aoigc,te wuuruin l^ft the ^.vel lances ar^d lim- 
i.io<-is o.t T^renoc ao & p lay •:«•!« -.a v . I- 
^amoi'.t and plu'; are f..iijt. .= n importance. 
o'btierv-i.' oi 'iyJj'3 ^ n .1 o i u a of ->ir.ie ttr»d pi ace, T
of
r'i"?t!'tv'Mc-
Tht-'i.gh a e f'.riot 
MOi* noi/l^re ob-
rf*i-ve« ^nil-y ot action. 'I'^.ia was irov«r,t«.-d by his habitual 
iraotJ.ce of coicbiiiia^ t-o or iLcrt; plots it; forru a single i-lay - 
a proestsB knowrs a& *; ooiittuainatio w ** arsa an o^pcoitait ^vhioh 
employed iacre aBsiducuely than H.r;y cth«r I at in comedian, a yid in 
eo doin^ incurred the Cbnuurd or many of his oontemporaica , 
Torenoe probably felt that the practical and uncultured mind of 
t^e Roman cculd not appreciate the ai&plicity and exact unity
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ttie areek comedies. The d lead vantage of the double plot 
is that, Then th6 prirnipal intrigue is unravelled, the sah- 
si diary plct bencmts uriintftr«§ting, or if Uie ait'.or plot of 
<fi>&8.pcLical parts cor>,« first, the ohief ohnvaotarsp enter after­ 
wards in a mearsinsler.:* ws.y vhllc u-'icUu-». proninenfl* ifl g.lren. to 
episodical characters. Sfeilhher the* "Ar-.dr&n", tha "S-.'-Sf- 
tormantcrf nor the "Phorrjio* maintain tri»s Inter*it of the 
ac-cicn to the end of the play. Thus Teranoe, as hs tells 
us in the Prologue to th-ft M?lioriuio w , ;.^ oritioiaied T^r iiaving 
written plays - "tsnui assa oratione et «criptara leri"
In Kpite of this deficiency, Terrace*a plots on the 
whole are skilfully handled; the ijior" dents --r*? happiUy chosen 
and knit, t 0.30the r with that Ir.ijjiitaM* .^*t M^)ich chargetftrises 
all his works, There i* no eoErser.-sr'e or oLpoenity 
which mars so nrch of plautus. TV.*r«j :i-» roiling eit!ur in 
incident or in the che.raoters hut ^vhat th«i iefir.^d tasty 
high literary standard of his lea/'ned patrons v;ov.ld app 
ror his great object w&s not to win popular applause "by any 
cheap i"ieana, "but to gain t;-; e approbation of the learned few* 
Terenca "became the dramatist of the ari^tocfrwcy vfrilo Plautus 
was the c).ra3v-.ati3t of the people. As Terence dnolares in 
tne Prologxie to the *!Phormio", he avoids extrara^anoes, ridic­ 
ulous situations, and improhabi]ities, and aims at a quiet typo 
of play. His unceasing subservience to correctness and pro­ 
priety robs his plays of that impetuosity and dari g vigour of 
action w! Ida is so predominant in Plautus and explains that
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lack of "via comioa" which Julius Caesar declared wanting in
•
Terence. There IB occasionally n. tamenecs in hia dial 
wj;ues3 , v.'hile his • soliloquies am' mort.1 aecliM-atti-n bsccrie so 
i'rciiuent and l:.ea*ry ae uo pe,li or the reader.
Had &<)-•-< Terwnoe aeon ec clCRs an observer of the 
unity oiv place h<s could probably havo added droinat,4« power to 
soiJie of hit* situations uy allcvring a change from »t,reet to the 
interior 01 a di.alliiig . A license of this iind would riavo 
made a situation in -he i-iuuuchua highly comical, for than the 
aud.lsnce cculci rtarc v/itneseed the father >B dieocTery of hia•i 
«f»
of hie eon, in the ev..auoh' s ^etro, in t:.e- hopwo of Th4ie» 
It ha 3 alf-c l-o\;n rrou^ut UE a «i.ar,'.;e again?t - Terence that he 
too i'reiuer.tly aakeb hit heroine turn cut tc be ar Athenian
vrith regard to Tercrjcs's treatment of plot, we 
Imve to confoes serious Bhortocminga, but ir hie oboice of lang- 
uage, treatment of oharaotor a!id iiannera, we find the sycr^t of 
hi a ^reeJt genius arid in thic, he was corcicLsrci "by tin-j ancients 
ae surpaeai:^, all the coixic p'jcia. "in Ar«iU2i»ntis* say? Varro 
^C^ccllius pcilmt-.mP^.815^.!, ir. echo si £ Terentiue" I;- '.he: 
plays.' of 'lei £11 co ;•'€ ar3 introduced into t\;3 sanio society ae that 
whitii plaututs put upon the titage. -^e ais-jt with the same 
typoe of people r.nd fctock characters, "but yet there is a very 
marked difference in tone a d spirit. This phenomenon is 
explained ty Teronoe 1 * very much closer adt.erence to his models 
than Flautue had shown: he. introduced far lees of Roman ool- 
Tl See MDunlop HJ5atie 290.
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-cur and Bentiment, ' Hi a uoenea are uniformly laid in 
Athens. H«L« exercised lest* of the invent ire faculty and 
wp-0 l«*sc daring in the matter of amvhrc.nieifi. ?jautua had 
oo-irft£ad muoh .more to popular t.^nte >y a frer.r U8« «? na.t onal 
cufttOKS ana >>y H greater iu'duls*roo cf the Inhenrrt passion of 
ie crKnlivrcon for spectacular effect &.::d broat! farce. But
, • answer-* 5. rig e^Jier :-ri'.je to M^nftrider "hrougjit 
into lii* i-i ?.;->•£! :-iuoh m.^r's of Menander' a spirit and ena "!:•?. ert him 
to tranaplant' Cri-nek lif'o iiiore entire. I.il-re l:.i£ ^re&t ciJistor, 
!'?- excelled i.i c-x'.^re'.ot?/ i-alntin^. In careful and delicate
vjre lay M» gor.iur , Hi? pls^a are u trus ar^. lively
•
i f al^. .\ of ?.vjie,n nature for he had i>. r.c l^f?. ocnpret 
-,; fir tt pyraj>&,*-he tio > i.\ vl-^tl^s uf tl-.e ^ayp o,rd I'yraourgi of 
kinc than pl&utua liafi pcpijeBtied. ITiB character a s.re 
t-}'.rous>'.out or-roj. »i.ent vn't>' th^Eir-elree ^?ith cno exception al- 
referred to in the Adelphi, The reading of Vr. ? \) 
as with no vi-^i^ itiprse'sior- cf any ono char9,ot-ev; tlie 
«;rn> L-iir *.- n«L':wB for irrw cllfi^rertt aLsa^c-ters i.v. Dthor 
^W* /rculd pj-eTent tlrlsj V.-i^ >w. hav-i- preoo^tod 'iic ur. t^r-i 
tj'av.-;!*, sl'Vvo-u^alers, coct tot«?a"":S a^ci olfl --en.
T:i6!3ft rtoo!\t oliarACt^ra ir:. the ht-.r.fis of Ter..-iic<> have 
und'T^or. -. a r?>f 'r.ir.^ proccn-s. TLio lif-? in '.v^.id-i Ter­ 
ence himeeji1 raovsd l\9uC\ stamped ityslf upon the drairiatic vorld 
which ha ropr&pentp, and aooounte for the p.ra^.r.il in^ w "br^i^ity 
of all hie i>3ey». Thc adr?jnatl8 Pomona*" are mere subtle 
e.nd ref ir.ed, ROrt huaiar.e and leap virile than those of Plautut.
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Bin alaveg, captains and parasite* ara net sc f 
nig pandlr* and. cour terare t;c cr-aree. i'or :r.s hroai, rol 
licking humour, ar.d brilliant wit of ?i&.;tu2,, Ti-r^icc has sub- 
no ifcutofi a Kimitar ptfyciiolo&r,' s» A*eper reJlir.g,, ar.i .sire
*
pathos. Though at ill tr.a r^iatior4 « ~&etY,rssn tlic e^rea a^-s 
treated in tv/o conTfinti^l a -.narnier tc s,cjiiit of ro:)i2.r.c&. 
There is none of pl&utu6>& exuberance arjd gaeitj if epir-it. 
Uveryw^here one is coneoiouB or restraint a/'d repreLtion, but 
buoh aa can only be ex&i cit-eci by a 4;,rt.&t p»rtiet» The 
OAurtosano, instead of boing wicked an<i celi'lsh, ^re ortea good 
find capable oi keniiirie feLlin^, at; i'cr inBtance. Chrjaiu in the 
"Andria". Ths sroineti lor tbb Aiosi'i pc*r"U t/-u ac^y'jt i^.d. 
viz"uuou&». The punclar too is IWLJ: repulRivs. lilie youtha 
fcxhiLit more affection for their fa'cliers, and al&v*JU raorc. ;•«»- 
ptsct for their eastern,
Tarence'S atylo atui diction arc i.^ii.uiutly eultod to 
hie chai&oterb ar>d mai'.nort,, anci oxhil;it; all thuse ^.iitilltic* of 
elegance,grace jfimoo^iiriebs,ana oorrcctntiUB, which telcng it; our 
best eightetmtL century liuorature. It W&B the 
achievement oi Terence ^c ^ivc tc «h€ Lciian ccnecy the h 
HftlitKics polish. .^ifi absolute- Lottery of the- l5.-.tj.r l^^u 
and oonBuwrnate art and perfect simplicity in the uee cf ix,, are 
a3.1 the mere reuarkahlo us comir:^ from a foreigner. Though 
only a"half Menander" "by reason of his inability to combine 
riohneas of humour and rigour of action with artistic finish, he 
wa« yet a perfect half. For charm of language he was aecon
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only to his great original. Fere is Julius Caesar1 s
tribute to him:-
"Tu (iuoq.ue tu in surnmis, 0 dimidiate Yenander, 
Poneris, ot morito, pueti aermonia amator: 
Lenibua atque utinam scriptia adjunota foret via 
Comioa ut aeq,uato virtus polleret honors 
Cum Graecis, ne^ue in hac deapectua parte jaoeres 
Unum maoeror et deleo tibi deesse Terenti "
He won the commendation of the most noted ofl the 
ancient critics, but that just quoted is the most famous of a")l 
Cicero paid hia tribute:-
"Tu quociue q.ui Latium leoto aerraone, Terenti, 
Comis et aatricto* perourria pulpita aooco, 
Ad nova vix memorera diverbia coge aoneotam."
he character iaee him as:- 
quid come loquens, ac omnia dulcia dicene"
por Varro, he was the model of "Kedicoritas" by his attal nment 
of a style that was neither florid nor too simple. Modern 
critics too, have pr&ieed his Attic & ace anci ele.^anco. His 
metres are skilfully and careful 1$ handled and always con­ 
sonant with the sense; there is nothing bizarre or harsh to in 
terrupt the even flow of his harmonious numbers. He waa re-
KrJ
-carded tj his critics a.* V /.• .noc'-sl 't correct -.» -rpcsitl on; 
lie vo:-y rcll c"v^rcis»-.d i;:ii.t roYtr^iul v.bic'.i v/c..;'. 20 tfsaoull-il to 
Gr.y.1! a^t; tLaj-j V3 elegance; vith'-ut 02 Un^tl'ui, ur.d familiar- 
ity .vUl-c-ut coar*e-nae*, Iil>.3 Auc'iacn, -A .:•»..•?« .jruat prototype
Tttreroo ii" tic . r.&.tt-:r- ^f eityle, lie vlenrsa ncrr: ^-,or .v.r.fi'1; 
tu-iica., ajii in oyr.so(i'.it!i.cn Tororca is more L.J.; i o i'l;itod 'hv the 
tw.-;:-.:i'. .:.--. -tVi- -jl -S^t bi'xj.. Tij tho ur^t^tCifoci poopl- Vn ^hu thQa- 
.'i . T •-•.' it... ; .;.i ;\c/l at-r/o rwocrdin^ oc^irnonplacGfi s;c .Ton 3 as 
-e.y :. *ot forth in ul-^^vt £ciic. Ar; !t'iimpf:phr.ra cf s iir.pl io-
;U.-0.ogM-ri f*i,tsb. '.:?ver sat^id^B ir j,c vulgar
>* *
l *). :
" « *.T
Bl -
MAndriu" has 
Oz*atora**'I-:ilo tb-y great yT 
et /?.;-,• as «urj5j onde pure et iuj. coule touj<u*r
parauit «.u" :.ud
<iu not i/j:c i ^o aerry laughter. On the other hand, hi.i plays 
abound in eentantioua ph/a^^s, and proverbial aayingB wliioh are 
eiainantly ^uotablo for their pi til and j-oint. though those
are no ^ tins product or h-?.t o: .•!•;.. Inv • -it.Vv^ t,o h5.*n in ^ue t.hf
m"-vie/ u •,'. f:r?,e o;'' "c ?.* translation. f>Qmf» of 
.-£ .-* .; ,.-.-. .„:•''?.'•; * O. oro<ro^"',.& J ^Mlr or,Herf, are
/\;r irlafei'-iu.'-:^ o: "? if e J8 like a game of -"'..ct-f
i^ ^uOwid ic a:\'.'t.h.vr c?c.' v o^t ir?i»~
u.ui: ". •:-::».n.1 nil a rtfD nlfcn'.v^ puto*
lr,^ laught 
er. In. accordaiseft with T^^e> r^ r ^ ^v.-'.ii/o^e ir/«- «:* <x>n«i» 
tenuy, t"n« ^.^i.uur 'isj.rjt "-:.: •:;* a ; isi { -"i' ;v "'" ^^ncV^ arid r-xaot;tv J.M Iceep-
••' r. :j »i : 4'Tf" '"i •" - ^ 3 0'-,.', "T T6-"fi n'Tr: 'r "'n r»^-? A *i >• ,•>'! rmr"-~ ol Hrt:"?> * TTiS
,* U srf W wV-1^ I-' Cl«*. A -^ ^- *A .' i kf - J W - ^ f * - lj ' : fc > . .- \ . *• • .. I ti ' * ' ' - ^ • « *' • ? 1 A °
i . ~ i • ft, ," I' ",' t" • '» '-i •' -^ f -'-V P*-t: At1 r ""•' y«^ +V t ** *V. i-ivi -ft r>X-lit-l-L^UO UX <~X/ A* lr» >Ai^ V '•' » >.»-<?•> C t- .. '. - .. CO V.I.. '- I V. Iti- •. I. >.
I*i£ij,1 iiOUCi'.i.'u^, CjT. 1'ili C'Jtl j"> : : rT"?(.C.O I'j ?*../ i*?T*C* 
*VC h''"VC' '.0 "-JC '• ''j'^ .' f i7..5'.npl. 1 TT "?••-••«>•'• 1
iv-«./- llt,l .0 ...i;'- ; :r, Cb-.!£**r4 :iln; ?r' J4-> line 
Tai* J Act yf t]io '''pli'^r^io^ i.."1^9 •••'«"<! tc er.tj.rire fricvid.iy advi»ers. 
Such a aoenu plautua would have worked up to a T!iu?fa hitjhr.r comic 
pitch. Th© parasite* account of hie gaining a liveli­ 
hood in the "EunuchiB * is very entertaining, as is also the clos-
and the Third .*.at ox the " 
r j.ght,3GU6 la&xiisB are provided ay fae aia,ve 
auua cojaxo e.txd ct •
merits of Teronoe &d a ia«ix'i«s ciiwro 13 a
i" iiue/n«e uf vu x air ioati on tnan arty other Ro« 
latiii puotj; ouo iaofc t uiOttorn co-cjuentat or* at-e a^'wed tnat hie pro&- 
ody ib luoi e rc^ul&r '.^Kai 'i./ji»t ui Kjauttf*. 10 renoe certainly 
uhoae motreu eminently oaloulated to «» n tribute it> -uhB't einooth- 
n«ys aixi «:ai*c vvhioti are the ciiaras -^eristic s'.ufr.libieE both of his 
ar.o vc.i fcix lo-^^a. wri. 'jii-y proBouv ia riautus ana T«r-moo 
-oo tix' oai-ao iur..yaj3i«?ii's;aj. pi-xnoip*Oi». ;th"3 we i'ind jbd 
thax, tno aocsni oi spoken L**1^ri p)a.y* a great part in re^uj-
oguci" aa ustici in ito modern sense is 
tiu; «4wai« a«» ust»«i in me hotoari coraoay. Its »ovroe» ere at " 
vui ioaa aa J.I:B jLuiiO-«i»inK. .in r,ho transition from the Greek 
to Roiiiori jji arjfc, tiu; onorvi» whicjii gtive to th© ronae»r its chief 
dieii.ncti v«*n«.<s ii»u ^radualiiy i alien into cLittu&t* pt-,rti> on
in iiijuiiife: vujLunitjbr B ic unaorlaKe the
6'Xi.oiisso Ci.'.iuiieu by choral v&ri crnjanoe*. In the (ire«k 
dra^ia, tVie ohorud had been the »ea,r»8 of combining lyric with 
dramatic effect*, and of preeerring dranatic unity; it had borm 
the foundation of the ancient Arama e» an alternation of cd^s 
and episodes. The lose of the ohoruijhowerer, did not
^/l— L-'I -^l >r *;•; T 
oil', .v,? *V?r: -: -..;, v- . -•":. •;:• > '-,-V.-J?O.;M:. "\ > : ,'
.T r-i,t.T r-I-'>>-
'
JO "-^' .- •.:• ... ' "V. . ..T..',;,;; t,; ,•• ^ . ;;; —— - --,
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•S3C?Sv^3*^s^*.'*-»4-'CJ£4*O4>•m*^C'<i)
,£
*
•O•55OOfeor.36*t>r-<t>«it1&«,
•H
UOAIBC1oi^^c«SE•«•!-CV,o£(p>•£}^>oOtJ|O%HC•r*•>*".?cino^-t*c^jjtjCit-!,i iC4-=byr-4g^_n9
f Vln?.r?3f *'?,,r j. Tlj^sHan, rMls 7cr^rt? revet' J ' . sifrrician
tx'-c-i-rty; thiir *:rste r ?::?,£ Tcr-. rcu3«k'£ 3r». very -itffsr^t fo»
t>- •; jrl'-- purjor-s rf rr.c TPL ••*•:• e--T.lt e the r.crriir.rr 1 cf T'ec-pl 
of l;ji.t,?e rsf -'rfT.ncr.t, +v.c. rt.L^r •*•" r rt.icfly f.fsirct-r of rl 
iv:^ *f,rrcT.s.t ? T. rf .-.. r-"^rcr ffv rV.c rrrs rec'/^riz-r;-. ?.r ^nen cf 
loar,,::);, .• r.;' rcv.r.c' ;';T<t;rsicnt, the c'.rr?^. cf vhcrs rrnBv.rt rrer 
Iccp*- r-^w 7'Z-Mn *,Ve >-rr.'s r-f prorrltty. ft.;-;:a.ln, 
£-:r:-rc^ii'r v ' n?^c,;^ 'b^tt^sn '.Ve ct.it: st1 (?i '."li-.utv.e 
dv-rin,.' v^if.rt^ tlcu :. hu<* y.f-r.^ $. r;r.vc\ier.t t. •:.- \rf.rr*.- r= f ir: sr.er* 9 -,d 
i-r. :-j'.-."tr;c'. n, cf •r 'v ?f;i.'; ?er*r.-">£ recci'rjsU full Tr-r^fit,
Ii ^-•t..v. J. .J r,(: cf ^:« '.r/ i Anelc r.rrltr of their rnr^e-^t- 
ivo j'.^otUtc; t' c-y.r. t pcirt;i cf n.Ytr'il'r.rity or cor trrst ^.t-^rc "-eer. not- 
€••<• .'n i'a{*f*'r(_ - H^rn \:\ T.vr^ lf.;?r r^centl^nce "het^c-jn tjbe 
trro drtrr:.tlr5* r thc.r one v\-.v.!rf cr f.frst pcn;sp.l eurj:C?!«. TV\ough 
af; •!• }:fxr«* rcrn, rhorn 1:" r.rp^rmtTy *.hc san-- rrr>,fjt c-.f chc.re.cten-
,
of cctiofl^Baa variety -f Ircii^? <t ar d pora 
ii">r, Terence -' Tpanageinent of pic-*:, --.^.d rjrrrec^.esn of rt:'"1 r . 
B^'.t l.,%:x!3cd their plo a ••.*>- creat a.;;.1ronn, ^'i* vu il^ ??.r.utuu« 
ur.ini-.^icn e.n-rl f-i v-?. rrx.i^t-ir, iirs»c.l:!.c action to the end, Tf.r-
i
encc's plays .arc apt tc lnri.»ruisii. In p3.ftu*ij» y/c hnre "broa4 
hv.:rici'.r or. A rcTHclci-i^ fun, ir, Terence were tcntJ.rontnlity fc-,r.rj
pve
o
xtejun J
/;.•;= A ^uro^j"•'••«) ojoI
iw <-'f-r !;?T ^-tw-X
4
-:t.V-'-.- JC- «"V-?-I.»Vj
I?^tt<pcij:c.r(l jo
ctfoser atudy of mankind. ^iMUtu* 2:*. Mis in Id v co 
tiriT- 1 - dtfpiot, Tig j-jirst nViractara. In tlv3 mit/tir o
PirnsT^tS:^n Y:^ p^ns ,:•. Mit
j^ of ^T-:_:r '.' is?'. ::;^ut Ta—in^n * ;? (llo^io.-. i j?
, Terente incre chaste 
c*':\e-ai-p.2 :i>:.'" tr:;^: gen i tt* , "7%1 
T". >> X-.:'- would appeal Ic test ^I 
ir tV.-. stv.'-J.
??.HUtus 
a finnr
or. J.:.
to
"'in Vr-t,er
\ »T^ana s ro*- nn O':.?: "b 1 '
cf
' • a
, » , V-.4.J •, k
•" assiduous -•••product?..:;-. :v" -.'e <jj-.- 1 - T:.f» 
y of rentiiuen-t and elegarjoe of
4-..>*»t A't'-C ."omediev ~.v-; a t.c ? •«-.i'htly ^?*' tc rrtr.-!*
favour of ttxe y.r.j-iTivf ?. ';T*W-i VJw r'rrrwry TV rve y;--tr:J.5ian 
&r^ '-.-itli-irsw fr:::: t.'ac. -i/r-.-.-Atri1 . B^t tbc offset ^f Me cls.^sio 
purity ard 'ur^&ntt}!-* cr ncnt-s^.or.iry man of Ictterr vj? c, itnmeA- 
isto an; on ?.lt.?;raturo ineatluj.jCI: le - Tsrerr? vc-. jar-e 
and imitators. Tiovs.oe v^ar. inde'htad to liim, ?.r>d Clice.ro v&
* 64 ,
fond of quoting, Outu- With Terence v the deve <
•T i/iUn comedy culminated; that which c^..* afler h.is Jealh 
never took /anK as literature. It degenerated lato faiccea 
and "Jabuia-t tabevnariae* - ccaredy of ver> l"»w order and cvaa 
hesa fcave wqy tq the more popular rope dancing, civcus g^i«eB, 
and gT.adiator'aj allows, LJ-terary elCcrt ra-: diverted o 
other channeJs, Q gfeat Dtf>veraent i^ynrdQ (be development of 
p.'o.'C, r^rtleui-arl^- satire, was afoot.
vrorka of Tevencethowerer . were net cieo tailed to 
they had the »c"i for tune to be preserved in many
M35.
i'f.; f r. it\ l]ae monastie libraries of the Middle ^ges, and Vec&me
iama lnak between LUe Ancient and Christian d
u er 1. •.•••- \vas ma. Li twined l>> ". uiug studl^ed nnd a-:.-"Jca i.n tJ-i*. 
t> choojs of \he Middle Ages • >Ji'-; iiiflu:nce especial iy con- 
lri>'tec to the ;i?:ci»3caLicn f tnc observa:ici> or ' Jrs4i.-ia tie unities 
'.?hen in 'J-477 tie V-lautine H$u^$. were dui covers!, eiautas a >d 
r;c^ vvtrc the ttjodel-J oi c*il uoiiio s.-r^ti- .j -u Uic uifi^rcnt 
orji^ i)f "fuvope . Their v;0ik;s "were the pvc? r.c 'type c ~f ths 
r Italian Coacdy t and of our earliest English Com-d U 2 •
at }.l
-v: i...
y, t.ho?v?h ^ut an ndaptR^i-i of -".he 
with « Kind or soeir..! life that wr » the pars ».t Greece r-rd 
Pom*, «r"t therefore <H<i net fr>11 tc np, oal to t.hfl permr c-r.a^a- 
ti«+*. ;°.ut •< t we,* net 3C xvltl: trKg^dy, for tho nul-jsotB 
of which Rcif-flT] ^»"«ur*!»tf.» f, (B ^ad ccnnMJ,nt rscn-.j-se tc forsl^n myth 
oT<?.fy ar>d i.'r.krown history. Thvr? the ^c-n-a^f? ^^"T v-a^i 5 ^ruly 
natioo^T tra^ft^y. Mr, '.icdley ra^restw n«Tcrrii ^•*a?r-na for 
tnifi; p^rhepff it v'a? "bf* CC.UP*! oolJrqnlal Trti^ v-"?. r rl if^?~"nt 
frci/i t:b9 literary inM^ } or "bcc<?us$ the
and .pracV.sal. 
r? v/.i^h. ?!oft su"b
L w.ith the j'ract-icpj spirit of the 'Pomsn. PTeM^ns ~rd r ^t
i^e^ to the theatre for *icrr 4 rn^nt c.nc!. light
n p.r.y Tn^re v.iccrssfu?. t>:^^ thr y^yty^-lc
tvif con:r;erdnt( ?.ort "hfJiitftvec*. . cr '"h^r by F°rarn in 
the M *xr» J'0«t.j«a w > r"'he?.r OVT. e.rr»a? fJ 7r<*r« proT ;•>,!;-- t.cr re- 
oerit r.no 1 »!"!'» ?»r * n tv>e T'OTn^ro for th«» tf.f.pri*^ crsrsr'Mrl t,c 
trageay. Moreover, Homp.n V.ir;;r and prinoca wera net of 
name heroic ana magnanimous type as those of Greek history, 
Utfder the imperial rule, interest in contemporary life and
oc .
thought vaa ha'U-eredjfroadciu of aiiso.Tli. und action wa;s prohibited
and participation; in j.'Olitise -.vs. 3 dc.-^erous , Mythology alone 
if.*aj:-S4l ci Sdff? fcXbjootj V/at dr.*ina whiah had. raacurss to siythologic 
al tfubjscta waa f orftdooacsd fco aedioarity; particularly ainoe 
the legends of romctc aviti'iuily^in tlr;- tr^at:noii.t of th* more 
pra.ctlc6,l Roman drams. tists, 3ould not ac^iir^ t"i;it. pr-otic charm 
whioii the fi/til« arM vijii i:n^^iTaticu of tlia 3r;ie:: writara 
aad giTon to tlian. "Sat in apit-j o:" the melioorlty of Mio 
jiy tholO£ioa.l tragisdiea of oG-iooa, Allied aluns reprsaant to u» 
r-iiady, tl:;sir historical importanca i^ i-io£*lo:ila'bld.
•
Ssrssa, fcho liTfcd a«; lat«s aa t:u first 03,r:tt»y A.X5. 
fite;! olaasic&l trag^ay, to RaiiaiaeariCJ scholar*, lie could 
oo t have "been repreier.ta'civa of tru«s ?koman traci<3d;j writtisn oy 
tl.c cldt/ ^oeta, Unniu*, ra.c;.viua, and Aociaa. Of this, how- 
tvft , we Cfc.r enlj, judti- TV it^- carviiia-i fragments Ana. ti'-.'s crit- 
'•.cis.Tii of ancient : oriental cris . TT-ian Vi« 3ro^k a-' Iginal
of «.. Tftir tre£.«':«j <v4fl inc-»n, the pl&y -Ibnui xx*x r jconet: j.cted by".
jriccirt. tcg<lr?T f rffcrrie.^ s of totb.. In th.ls -va^y the 
riot cf tte Piff2eaw cf r.ir.iuc rcss krjC-A-n frcTc a statfc^iant hy 
Cicerr thai the "^cieeJ cf Er.niuR rr-6 a Ttr''?.^! translation of 
the •; i"«.t>R« cf "Ftripirti. .
The very ee.rlittt Bc.aian ir auiatifctc «rfco c.a-na ce 
J-i£.utufc hf«a ?;rii.tsii bolh ccj^clv and tra^sAy. Tra^-tay 
from the hfjiri* cf Inniur. to t!nc?,s cf hi if nephe*, 1'arcus Paouvius, 
V7hc vra» the firpt Eoitan drasit.tls-1: tt cLerote hiJiBelf fx.c3 usirely
1. See "TTiatory of Latin literature*- Simcox.
Vol.1. Chap. II.
6V.
J ji f, ** * ^ *t * i • ' ^^ • ~— m^J -, • •, . _.«o j-.i'utiOu^,'. jic ij-yutt <4w ^ac i^fttfrfciif, ^'i '"^-O «liira coiivury B« 
C. iTrioVvti'h (j^oesro Vlwiiyts kl«> utyj.c und chaixcteri&es him 
FIB t>. poet "T.ia.lt' r.o^'uiiuU*-1 he co? aiiijra kin i,iio heaa 01 Roman 
fcrageUiana. Via cV.ii«f cxoeliwnce ucifii.;fi v-u liavc boon in 
hit* polish of verttii iwaticn fei-ic. ooriBtriitstive Bkiil . Ao* 
cOi'rtirr.^ *•' I]0i'4*ct.' - ''AtiT^l/^itui 1 vtuoxics ui&r uti u Lit, prior,
s.i^ut t.'.t-iiuy • ! ;rc, ij c i aio& ci" r^cuv^ut, are pr<*Ber\&d t of vL;ich
='• i ii o:.c wi' -Lho XU.OM distinguithod. All except the 
r v-. :ro ijnitatl-ioiici cr uaiifcla'oicnb irom the (-.reek. The 
vu-»,s tl « firs'l. J.uiin i.rat.eciy i'crnjsa. en a Boi/tSTi eubject,
Luolus Attiub (cu Kcuiub) bf./n in 170 B.C., *as the 
rtt'xt dr£jr*a":lBt GO otu'v;. on -oiie i,it»'ocr> of jKoiuau t)aK<--ciy« The
tii^*? t«v;',c.e!ict oi ills t;i oo,t drbZufotic } roauotivity. A high op 
i'n'oi, f-f hiL ucrku leetaj i,o ht.vo bwen generally held. fforace 
'.n ']-.•• j 5.r.« fi t," (ve quoted, &.lluc.oc to hie loftixie&fc. Pao- 
u^f.iiB ev'ti.jttd tvc trt,te,t)dit-E, '-BrutUK* and t j;sciufo w on native
re>ri called, *.t<ich irxtrociuued a iiozuan subject, #ere apparently 
hit E,O£ t f&fi-ouE v.'orks, ^uatiinti from ths praiae whioi Horace 
TD©etcs>»ed u/or. tfc.cjn; out rcrace d.l*'6.y« apprcvad ejiparirnert a 
v.hici:. departed* frori. ths, luvoal clcee following of GreeJt e 
With Attiuft Reman acted tragedy came to an end. pecliro of
tra^dy hr.tf -net iii aftor itc e>rrt lived popularity. A -',row- 
i:U' nation*. 7. fccli";:; at Torro ^mi'si? e. di^inutlc- rf inUr-st 
in U.e oft-te?:l t'.O.cr cf rfrllerj.c Lerr-ir- -^"-i heroines. In con- 
Be.-;nrerrc tragedies rf ar^elc irispiraticn "bceare n.^rc arc1 sc-ra 
more ^itcrErr evrr?v-?.le. Trajetfy portirued t,c "bo '.riiitp.:! and 
acted* right rn *5?.l t>.f rlr^r,? ff >;;.-e Rsfput^io^ *ut the n.es« age, 
rlth Itp crn r.r.tlre ir.tereetr, m\r fjr. c^ng fres-li for.a:s in \hioh 
tc cnai i *,t, Tott *>ru£,ht ar=d art. Cthsr «rrrltere of tragddy 
dvrir.,' *Trr T^pntlin we 1-3 C. J'uliuf! 5tr8,^o» ^. Talliae ^io.:. Y> c\ 
etnrt f. r''.3?"'P-' C^.erar. ^ieerc f.t; i-'^'.il to :i,r,;:;r, 3ritb«r. 
four j.l?.yB Sn p;.xtccY c"si"p.. The trsi^edy wbicL fIc^c-iah^u 
i\rrcr t1lp T 'Yfer or r *-TT rvl VJ rn. fc?rp!y for rr clt^tior: not for
* •
cnt;;,'J oit- TT?.:^ "f"1 c,*,trr v-rit si»x.er»55<5.*'U 1^ t'is moro 
cfrr;;? j.a r- tt r. T,. <ht ^v^tTr.en* cf ^rlnlillaa the 
^r:cO.MEjr,tr-r7 *rF..-:cc;ion cf ^^.^ jji.xtris'.l period rcr= vicy irifar 
BO far as pj.rn r.rd £/ ru.r*'ure rev.t,, tc thv clcrr tr^.£-?iy n'V. i. 
hrj' i!*r ?.?fr or. th^-- ctttgc.
?hc tra^etfler t-.pcril-.cc. to ?cr.et?
VCT:- ci'ffcrort fieri ti r c7a let jr. tr?.£ec7 itT Of TS.atiui1 , Pac'AT 
d Attj.ur, rhf ch 7/ere ar Lrorrf. att'sru^t. to reprc3uc2 or the
vr sro«:>- dr^/nt, with tuch mcdlfir-atirr. i-,,e 
ry to TI^.VO it j"tel?Sgitle to « i,c..R5,n 3.'.ic?f £.".e-:. 
however, used clr1 ylctn fcr tl-f rewriting of plays 3r tlie 
literary manner of hie day, which siir.ed ae.inly at rhetorical
60.
6f*f ect • P'?r?*? 
1. r- « f^r **»'>r r',!1.
c* r-V1 p t •) r J> >» n 1 •*
nf fl
"' •** ^Trvv n.a'~
the
"4 . or< - ur.1 -r*': *er r IT-;.
t.v.
fhe
p,t^ f"»'n~ ^
*v o-
-\ thir-, +"hrT rift of •?, stcrj'* v'hich 
* -rrariewnrlc. T-, •?}•.*.*<•' '.f U-% wide 
rn r.r r-"pj?:
c'
£ rear: 1" *c lit 70 heen
rLrdnn 4: r.nf* r^^
r.* rl~ c* r •••>,.•,- 1 rVf?. 1! lr v": .1 cli a 1 "! 1:^ ?; 
ry. A 4' t?:.fr ?.t:e rf tL^t^en, "i'j 
?•««*?*. vf *•> o. :- «. " r i •" r' frr ?pr?ti ri V.;' v.'/il ;>v. t ; ^? i '••O r 
lrr *^i?.t '^.r n.?.r.rft morToid,'&a3 7.1 1 tie rtr-ns
jr 77 '..r* l^tf Vijr ?r!»y frcr f.t.i.r.11 .7-35 pursuit? In t -5 x'^cliol J^ j
Fe "bec^Tr.e ?? mar c^ f^fhior nrr3 o r ?7v*ti' < r> . "? M.T'^JF 1;)
the relfri of (Tl^vdi^s £.})• 41 "h? rr?.p ^yil^cl to "orsie'3 or) t-ho
l'-ar^i.' cl' cii'i iritriciu--.. v;ita His "Saips^or 1 a n l^oo.
the vnife c:':' 3la.utiiMa, u/*.'. lie '^j^a tutor «; iwr a^n Dornltiua,
alter A'ard;; I de ijjrciJjror K*rc. Aft;;* 1 f> aoj,ii or C^
..'ii^ long af «^i"»/i*r
-L, and
arj L^iaw 3o^oua, 5 ;i pc-.vor v/^.c gained by an o.xe> v.j* ^
of lore's uapriucc .*nci v-cuii. Honour i unu -.:i^.fc 
ro(i UL.O;I r.*ai. Oa t,^ deauh ^± Bu^rua in 61i K.L 
liia pojiiUiCii *asusu;*6( aad t^.jr^loro vj^nt, into retir os 
iio gavu hii'iijuir up to the ..v:«. -li^ cj" ^Lilfti- jj-.L.*c
o
Lonsoa
oy ~}:e a^vacfj c oun 
i aa a ^  n E± i ra c^~ .
all ll r;er t.ry * c ;.-.£:
i-orka • vii^i'i; ^.«
id€'O(i k.'.u >*'£!,».;. Jti icy L^voiit-r k*3ti .
of his rtputatioii. as to Lave raided dou'ota a» to their genuine- 
neaa. They arc certainly below -»,he .level of his prose works* 
The authenticity of nine tragedies which have coiae down to us
Vi.
na!u&, ib ric-A fairly e is t,u"L>j.i lined.
3eneca the ira^c-aian i» more ch&n artftning clao a 
rhetorician, and i . i;. nis confuairiute rhetorical skill tftat is 
the ^itavailliig i'Gik'uurw ui all ni& tra^cdi^s. lUiatorioai 
excel '.wiiwu tuidfai" "cite Uiapbrwitt tiaa oeoomu tne great ena ana aim 
01 all dUucfctiurii i-hti inilutmoe of r.iic rhutorioal JCnoolB and 
of tho practice cf roci Latj-c^'i, uaii-ui al aa it waft xn iiapt^'jLul
ili ^oiAfci'ul, ^«o.& Jj^Qt>i*J.i,y HiJ. AJlli^^ OUtt iii d 
is o^ijioai VA '^j.j.a <*^,d vvii'jxnui' v-iu look in'cc iJi
His j^owor ^iaa been expended in dooi
on a £iv«r> si t'ua li 0/1,^10 u in deveJ-u^in^, a plwc. *fhu3 in 
toa»& plays ^vu aav^j brilliant ci *ii*;-.3Li 01 uj.wUUuj.oa, *i l
HL i*jfx .tiiUUu £illp.£i»**ii ti Uj. j -ii.1'' U J, U/^U I I J'^Utr,"i t. Oi'tii-Jjlittil utt.1 e'i,li.Q.
roi-oi^ii t* /f/iij^i impode t^o ^A^o^/'dati , f t»iU ajj'u.*oii» '
not eiupiwjsiu. bo juucl'i i or ej 
at ion o/ oh3 plot u» roi" KtoruJ. or phx^ttjAopiiOo aia^uibitxixiia; it
^.io iorm or » uiSnOiU^ cliii* v?ni*;h IB oiuinoKvl^ adapt au w 
ttb-iiiij, 01 pro& a.:iJ -jozra »/iiic!ii tiuuceu i>ij.e» uno upun anc. r,her, 
rjr oi'i'uo- tiitiii u. -.•* v^c pui'post.» o 
X't ia .^lo/. 01 wa c it^c, i'tji'ia* A.U 
is eingul&rly unuramatie. Mo^w^'vor, as has already 'been stated 
it did not lend itself to stage acting, on account of its mytho 1 
ogioal subjects. It was probably never meant to he
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f.\m* half* for all their wnc*g.
«r> o-,it of t^f: aehoo'JLS into & wl.dar fl.a'J.ci and 
>T"p r r^lir^o'is cr^*?^ proyi^l.nf; ^ prjtcxjjna'i oocto
r.f •«,>v.<r. "|^j -^rr «-»rf«T"Tr-.H-»-i' lip,?*; 'h'.'jt. J|. t }^*>r) r»»fifl«fl t-hrou^h R- pe/' 1-0(1
^f pf •T| (»«?"i 4 '. f. or inrv •? ,->v, iv^^irurt t©f4 ^ . r. ^ Vlf? OFiii fOitwnt, of' p (9. i "i o feo j>h.
*?r? "hy t.vm -w'^i«t of 9^ A* 1'). ^"^^ ye^rs later ,hcnw«sv-M , a ttov- 
^r-nr^rit, i*TiihTi«H vit^ nt^ic vr 1 rc1 p"? e« w«.t> ^stfthl! i ff'riepri , »rtt F-^n 
^n.s OTJ <•••** th« ^ i «f promct-era of the revolution, 
T* ^.* d nVht*u> ^rbether tre * iri%p*e<?1.6^ of
*V '> ra-v— ,-,«o r- ~ •? nv> c- o^" V ^ r? ^,ww r« r r> •»»••<'<! t, i i n «? R!i^<*O wijc'b. Of" V-.*
v^-f tv, ^nfeV1 Tiv»"f »=>*»« ^. on «, yo.p^ ^.r** an
ft <^« n*1! t t'nn-<q i )^ .<Tpt-, fayjci j Qlid ^««tf^ n 'j » W"
v> a f,
\ * ** «t*t ,
ViT,-^ ^resent t.^roiifhout, t,be pjooon, IT, is
; rf i r««|i*iT <«' PT.SR.'C*»<T! * Pctne Of" 
T?irtl<!jr.l,*.r'ly those j.^ t.'oe''Tro««?-8*
^V"? "h'?!?'.'l.*1f''fl ? r'^^-n't^ -fhc,^ r K r< O it/ r»».1 -rViilo—
t.h^**e 5? nor? flfTnp^icl.t.^r R,r.f' ^CPf» aiip^ri'to
n vi /-i o r ^ -T1 c "* « r^ f1* 1 * *». c*» ,. T 1'1 OT16 nf t}ip ff^^rj 
1
>;t i or of the doctrine cf
1. Act II So. IV.
75 
immortality;-
"Must misery still endure.
longer life beyond? Does not all perish 
When the fleeting spirit fades in air
Cloudlike?*
asks the poet. Then follows a passage which sug^sts a 
contrast with Wordsworth 1 s:-
"Our birth is but a sleeping and a forgetting - - - '
"As the sordid smoke from smoldering embers 
Swiftly dies, or as a heavy clcud, 
That the north wind scatters, ends its being 
So the soul that rules us slips away; 
After death is nothing; death is nothing 
But the last mete of a swift-run race,
Ask you whither go we after death?
Where they lie who never have been born"
To meet adversity and all ill fortune, Seneca ad­ 
vocates a calm and philosophic endurance that yields to no 
emotion. Andromache thus declares:- "The grief is light 
that has the power to weep"
ar.d-
"Oerwhelmed and crushed, I bear unmoved 
Whate'er "befalls, for I am stunned with grief"
vsr> Ailwi^ to QODlieJipc/h/j »iitfcrs 4t-icl iv, me
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Other ptoi<< sen &*&&?>«» whia^ tjrwu* j»ropoond§ 
the Biiperioriiy cf Ti; luo to All exto* inj*$i Wrar.i^ and 
uion only ecrt* tt fct; or.fcUitr* it; all j,oj/<*iAr aotds az« 
&igf ortunes. ^api ineei. AC xlie result 01 vii tuft 
not cotot ia'vt, ^his fcciifefli* *»v 4^.4. • rjt,:-»ttia' a
iiiLumii, U> riiifccilotii.t, &ix u£.iur«.I law«« All 
<tf 4s.it ^xprtbtteb in vfeitoi, HI -a «rainenwijf 
lint ti .
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with * r 
id v«j'y wpi*,r'u(P'/vGltJ bttv ar'vsri iht; 7*^ 1*Lo«.giit
tly 4--.^i'te8dt)d. Sj'iJ^a'd l^jbi-ni.!^ io 1101* Ai*»R..yu «/•!! 
u; ic 01 '.en beooucs op^roaiv«* . Pos^osity ana grar-deur 
Ar« the prerailing character letiea though on ooeAtion when the 
poet lays Aiido hie erudition And rhetorieAl flourishes we have 
A really poetic pa § cage of unadorned simplicity. In some of
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;;:-? ,•:•••?. J."5 .^:/ -.A*- ;*. we have such passages, out here also we find 
some of his worst vices The greai merit of Ms style is its 
"VrillJaflt antithetic dialogue - one rf the moat important olUstj 
cbarftct eristics which Seneca has -bequeathed to Elizabethan drama
Hie versification of scneoi is f«r stricter than 
tint of the Cid Latin Tragedians. it is often rendered aio/:o- 
tonous by the constant coincidence of the pauses with ihe end of 
the line or the occurrence of the caesura In the noddle c£ the 
third foot- The lyrlo jostre- of the oies dr? nnui ;al 
:nt still too often monotonous
The chief immediate significance of Seneca's traged­ 
ies -was their introduction of declaaation and philosophy into 
literature. Jfo twi thstarwi itig all fheiT grave deficiencies 
in styJe and structure ^ lb.%y ^ad sufficient merit to inspire or 
strongly 'nriveitce a'JJ the tragedies -vth-icb. vere at tempted au.-ing 
the Reiia.i33duce period- TJo classic wri^rr is so important 
j» the history of modem draioa as Seneca He "served as a 
conveyer of the sacred fire* of oreefc tragedy to early French 
and English draoatists^ Tiic Tuain reason, for the a«Jopfion of 
Senecan Lra^ody by Eenai stance scj.'>lars QS their moclel was that 
H v/as tlic cnly accessible mo*iei ai Llu.l tifflfijrHOreover, Ih&y
fir«o3c, ar^l cran vOian grua-^r privrio.lono^ i:i Greek v.ua t*tla:«.ned 
and the arcol: xae-.stern liad hoocno iro^'e aeot-^i'ble, R^jiiui, tragedy 
was preferred. Its 2e::.3aticiial i.j.tuaticyn/,, pLyaioa?. horrors,
moral edification .-,...-.. yec.pt ica.l i-ail' '• j'.'-y^/* vr:' v •'• a--" V; -V sllur-
.«» ,-v.i. Sl* JL 0 .*v< ~ <j.i«« * •> - • j. -• .- *'J-Q.
//
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tain.
Hid 2ilii i;cry cl". iL^gl^^i. irama sho^fc, a v-. j j-c^i
*,
•.'.iX''-^£.h fhe processes of its growth ave stjll 
iew traces of its growth ...mi b- fou! 1:^ -.•:."..'.,.. tTiaa the
>t jijtr;.cg.gh the Miracle, Mordlity^ Irvter- 
^e, -_\nd Academic piays r;^iK distinct stage in the develop- 
i4. ~l Sli-a.be thnn -Iraina they did not rjs>e out of each oilier; 
:': gveat extent, haa itn independent liirth, ar.d Er-^iidh
xc.x Imvs iosen «ftj&t3d eve/.,
not been alr^acljr in GxlstenvS. The sarlior fc.-.'ns- oontin 
ued to eatial- alon^^JJa ti^ later c^es, oatski ii&aixi
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-tain characteristics of all the others.
The main forces leading to the reappearance of the 
t heatrical art were the minstrels, folk festivals^ and plays? 
liturgical drama and the Renaissance. The Minstrels and all 
tb ose itinerant entertainers which were such a feature of 
mediaeval life cannot he called the main source of the drama, btt
they provide one of the few connecting links "between the end of
."beginning 
the ancient and the 3cM£g±iqg of the modern drama ; they were
pro"ba"bly the direct descendants of the Latin mountehanls . 
They spread themselves throughout European nations, and "became 
the purveyors of stories drawn from the traditions of all peo­ 
ples. This mass of European stories and "balladry came 
to "be summed up under the term "Romance" and "became the source 
from which later drawn drama drew many of its plots. The 
chief service of the minstrels to the growth of English drama 
was their keepirg alive in the hearts of the people the taste 
for tragedy and comedy "by their puppet plays and stories of 
romance . Dur ing the early part of the sixteenth century many 
of them settled in the theatres and "became the actors of Eliza"belh* 
an drama.
like the drama of Greece and of Rome, that of England 
sprang originally from the ceremonial of religious worship, 
which was eminently dramatic in spirit. The relations "bet­ 
ween religion and drama are a very important phenomenon through­ 
out the history of English drama. The circumstance that the
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ritual was conducted in Latin naturally led to its "being sup­ 
plemented on particular occasions with the dramatisation of sac­ 
red scenes. The mimetic performances and saturnalian 
revelries, which attended all the festivals of the Holy Church, 
merely fostered and administered to popular theatrical instinct. 
The custom of commemorating all the church festivals "by the 
dramatising of scenes from the Gospels, in action and dialogue, 
was well established "by the end of the twelfth century. In 
consequence, a "body of liturgical drama or miracle plays was 
soon in existence.
With the growing popularity of miracles, it was inevit 
ahle that the acting of the drama should "be transferred from the 
interior of the Church to the outside and finally to the streets 
and squares of the town, in order to cope with the growing 
audiences. Coincident with these changes in the place of 
performance were changes in the performers; the presentat ion 
of the Miracle plays passed from the hands of the clergy and 
church officials into those of the laity, and particularly the
Trade Guilds, which were so important a feature of mediaeval
1 
industrial life . These Guilds often took over the
entire management of the performance. In 1210 an edict 
was passed forbidding clergy to appear on the stage. Thus 
"began a cleavage "between the Church and the theatre. The sec- 
ularisation of the drama had "begun as a result of these changes
1. See "The Economic organisation of England" pages 28 to 31
w J.Ashley
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and a consequent broadening of the human aspect took place; from 
"being merely symbolic and a part of the ceremonial, drara as­ 
sumed a more didactic purpose,and became not only an illus­ 
tration of the scriptures but also a censor of morals and con­ 
duct. The aim was both to teach and amuse the people . 
Texts of existing plays were amplified, new scenes added, more
•
attention was paid to dress and spectacular effect, and the proc 
culminated in the formation of those dramatic cycles of which 
the York, Chester, Coventry and Towneley Plays are the most fam­ 
ous*
Very little of the classical dramatic literature 
passed over into early mediaeval drama. There were a few 
early religious dramas based on classical models, but their in­ 
fluence on the growth of drama in England was slight. They were 
essentially literary efforts made chiefly by the Christian Fathers 
of the monasteries. The most notable examples of this early 
classic drama are the Terentian comedies of Erotsirtha, the
«
Abbess of Gandersheim, in Saxony. Their influence passed into 
French territory, and after the Norman Conquest, into England. 
A religious drama based on classic models now probably IB gan to 
be cultivated in the English monasteries.
Innumerable Mir acle plays were performed during the 
two or three centuries preceding the accession of Elizabeth.
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They were an incoherent, disjointed, and anarchronistic mass, 
with little dramatic unity. During their development , 
there was a gradual substitution of the vernacular for the Latin 
tongue, and at the same time a gradual "breaking away from the 
church services out of which they had grown.
The Morality Plays form the second distinct stage in 
the development of the popular drama. They became prom­ 
inent about the reign of TTenry VI and together with the Miracles 
lived on till the reign of Elizabeth. Their object was to 
teach the same religious truths as the earlier plays had done, 
but not by direct representation of Biblical or legendary events 
and personages but by allegorical means; thus the characters are 
personifications of the various virtues and vices. They pre - 
serve much of the breadth and realism of the older plays. 
"Hycke Scorner" is one of the earliest productions of this 
type, "but "Everyman" is the most famous. A step in the 
direction of plot was taken by the substitution of acted alle­ 
gorical scenes for simple reproduction of events. Under the 
influence of the Renaissance, the scope of the Moralities grad­ 
ually widened to include all kinds of secular, intellectual 
notions. They dealt less with God and more with man. 
True Elizabethan drama,however, cannot be said to have sprung 
from the Morality; while the latter dealt with types and abstract 
ions, the former dealt with individuals and real persons . The 
Moralities prepared the vay for regular drama by making plays
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in Prance,Italy, and Germany, had multiplied with great rapid­ 
ity. Continental Latin plays or "Biblical subjects were 
acted at Cambridge 9 but there is no record of their performance 
at Oxford, though they influenced the work of the first Oxford 
dramatist. " Nicholas Grimald, who in 1543 wrote the play 
"Christus Redivivus, comoedia- tragica, sacra et nova" , the text 
of which is unfortunately lost; indeed tents of very few of 
these early academic comedies are extant; nothirg survives of 
any in the vulgar tongue. On Elizabeth's first visit to Cam­ 
bridge , the "Aulularia" of Plautus was perforae d. On the 
following evening, the King's College men acted a tragedy by 
"Edward Halwell, which was probably a close adaptation of the 
Virgilian story of Dido. During the same visifEzeohias" 
a tragedy by Nicholas Udall, was produced.
The immediate effect of the first upheaval in letters 
and religion upon the popular drama was a refinement in its tone 
It had brought in a taste for serious themes, but for structure 
and technique the drama remained dependant upon native pre- 
Renaissare e convention. The chief contribution of 
the Miracles, Moralities, and Interludes to the regular drama 
was the preserving and popularising of certain stage conventions 
and technique and the introduction of national life. At 
the beginning of Elizabeth's reign, English drama as repres­ 
ented by Heywood's "Interludes" had developed as far as it 
could without external assistance. This was at hand in the
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structural rules and models provided by the study of ancient 
Roman comedy and tragedy. Greek drama was at that time 
much too little known to exert influence upon the popular or 
even upon the purel; academic stage,
The influence of Latin drama during the Elizabethan 
age was thus manifested in t ,e actual representation of tha 
plays of Plautus and Terence, then in the numerous translations 
of these and Seneca 1 8 pla.ysmndfmore important still 7in the inlta>. 
tion and adaptation of these classical models. In 1559, Rich­ 
ard Tottel had printed a translation into English verse of six 
tragedies of Seneca "by Jasper Feywood. The "Thyestes " and
"Hercules Furens" were also translated by the sane hand. This
\
imitation was effected in two ways. Authors either based 
their plays immediately upon the Roman classic comedy or tragedy 
or upon t< e Italian classic drain* Italian Imitators had al­ 
ready adapted Latin plot and precepts to contemporary interests
• ' ' . I and oonceptionSjj and had enriohed them with stories of romance.
The difference in effect of the direct classical influence ' •<
i ' ' 
and that exerted through Italian medium is seen by a comparison
.' v
of Shakespeare 1 s "Comedy of Errors" based directly upoifc the 
"Menaeohmi" of Plautus, and his "Taming of the Shrew" inspired 
by the "Suppositi* of Ariosto.
9
English literature throughout its history has "been 
very powerfully affacted\by foreign influences and'in, no branch 
more than in draraa; but national spirit and genius proved too 
strong to become servile to alien force. TVe struggle
L _
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"between spontaneous national instinct and external forces ia 
one of the most remarkable phenomena in the bole history of 
English dramf Natioral genius combined all the Tx5at
*
elements of native and foreign drama, and the resultant of all 
the diverse intermingling forces was "Elizabethan drama, unique 
in its kind and splendour.
8*
Chapter" VI. 
Early Classical Comedy and Tragedy.
It is a remarkable phenomenon that many of the 
early Renaissance dramatists were scholarly men; it must 
also be noted that the practice of acting old Latin dramas as 
a pedagogical instrument had spread from the colleges to schools. 
Nicholas Udall the writer of our very earliest printed comedy 
"Ralph Roister Doister" was a schoolmaster who wrote this 
play for his scholaro to perform. It seemo not to have 
appeared until 1566 but it had probably been written in 15RO. 
The importance of this comedy is mainly historic although it 
has oonsiderable merit of its own. It illustrates all the 
tendencies of the age «nd the classical influence is here seen 
in full force; its model was the "Miles Gloriosus" of Plautua . 
The two chief characters, Ralph a pusillanimous and foolish 
braggart, and Matthew Merygreeke a needy parasite, are types 
directly borrowed from the Roman stage and adapted to conditions 
of life in Tudor age. The play is well constructed and proves 
that the classic influence brought to English drama Just that 
combination of plot, dialogue and action which Heywood's inter­ 
ludes lacked. It is not difficult to see in it a foreshadowing 
of the jMerry Wives of Windsor" » Though originally intended 
for school performance it is of no austere or pedagogic character. 
It turns upon the courtship of Dane Christian Custance and is
throughout pervaded with a genuine and unforced merriment 
devoid of all coarseness.
"Ralph Roioter Doister" is probably the most 
enlightening illustration extant of the influence of Latin 
precedent upon English comic practice. It is probably after 
the "Comedy of Errors" the most careful imitation of Plautine 
drama produced during the sixteenth century in the English 
vernacular though it cannot be said to be an adaptation of 
anyone particular Roman play as the "Comedy of Errors" was 
of the "Menae ohmi* . It ie rather an independent English 
Comedy in classic style* Udall adapted consistently the 
ancient rules of act and scene division and tried to build up 
his play in accordance with classical and scholarly conceptions 
of comedy. The characters though of classic origin possess 
qualities which both differentiate then from Plautine characters 
and show them strangely akin to those of the interludes, Udall 
was too familar with the native drama not to be strongly 
influenced by it,
The manner and humour in the play ar® essentially 
English but easily adaptable to Platttian characters and no 
doubt the lower order of English Society such as that found in 
the London taverns, provided many characters of the Platttian 
type. The braggart soldier who was such a favourite figure 
in Roman comedy was equally popular in English Comedy becauce 
life-like.
In "Ralph Roister Doister" then we have the 
evidence of the first fundamental gift of Latin Drama to English
Drama. This was the division of plays into five acts and 
the subdivision into scenes, a practice which kept tn check 
the excessive exjfcuberance of the Elizabethan playwrights. 
The early morality was a long serious performance often lasting 
all day. A distinct advance was made by the interlude which 
was much shorter and much more farcical, but it was the 
adoption of th«r ancient^practice which gave a fixed limit to 
the length of an English Comedy.
In UB mediaeval drama there had been no
distinctions of tragedy and comedy. The early liturgical 
drama was serious throughout,but as drama became more and more 
secularised it Included more of the comic element; both 
serious and comic elements existed side by side until in the 
interludes drama became pure farce, with te amusement of an 
audience its chief aim. It was the study of classic models whict 
led to the recognition by English playwrights of a definite 
cleavage between Comedy and Tragedy* This principle was not 
so rapidly and thoroughly assimulated as that of act division! 
for amongst early Renaissance drama were many plays which could 
be rightly termed tragical comedies or comical tragedies, so 
heterogeneous were they in subject matter. Udall's play then is 
our first extant comedy in the Latin sense. In the prologue, 
another borrowing from classic drama, the poet refers to his 
play as a "Comedy* or "Interlude" evincing the vagueness of 
the term as it was then used. He here uses the Prologue not to 
give an outline of the plot but merely to establish a friendly
relation with the audienoe and vindicate the advantages 
of innocent mirth; for confirmation of thie he quotes Plautus 
and Terence, and incidentally shows their great popularity in 
his day. Finally the prologue serves to proclaim the satiric 
purpose of the comedy*—
"Which against the vain-glorious dotqiwfeighjWhose 
humour the roisting sort continually doth feed" ,
Another school drama of similar type arid based on
appeared 
Plautus IB the anonymous "Jacke Jugeler" which probably/in
1562. It is a farce avowedly inspired by the first scene of 
the Amphitruo. Their is much broad humour and Jocularity* 
This early classical adaptation illustrates that very important 
Phenomenon, already referred to, namely the predominance cf the 
national and domestic spirit over alien influence^and the 
author has with considerable success accomplished an adaptation 
of a remote theme to suit conteinpory conditions and interests.
"Gammer Gurton f s Needle" of doubtful authorship, is 
a better known comedy which appeared about 1566. It provides 
a very interesting contrast with "Ralph Roister Bolster"* It 
is inferior in conception and execution despite its five-act 
division. Its portrayal of low country life admite of gross 
coarseness. There is no connected plot but it turns upon a 
single farcical incident which seems unsuited to an academic
^
stage. But though there is here less classic restraint and
careful attention to foreign rules of structure than in
"Ralph Roister Doister", it is more spontaneous, less imitative
and.in short^more original. In the two plays are the same 
dramatic method and comlo materials but the "atmosphere" ie 
different. There is a more vigorous and better sustained 
action in the latter play.
In the same year, 1566, as "Gammer Gurtori's
Needle" was performed at Christ's College there was presented 
at Grays Inn a play which provides one of our earliest 
illustrations of classical influence derived through the medium 
of Italian imitators of the Roman dramatists. This was 
Gascoigne's translation of Ariooto f s *Gli Suppositi" which 
like "Ralph Roister Doister" is a play constructed from 
materials supplied by Plautus and Terence and overlaid with 
native touches, in both playe the characters are suggestive 
of Plautian types and yet essentially national. This play of 
Ariosto marks an advance on Udall's comedy and "Gummer Gurton's 
Needle", in that it engrafted on toa Roman framework a romatic 
love story and thus raised comedy to a higher level than that 
of farce. The importance of Gascoine'e "Supposes" then in 
the history of English drama is the inauguration of a taste 
for Italian character and plot by which a study of Italian 
drama could give models of classic rule and structure with the 
added charm of Romance which was not obtainable through a 
direct study of the ancients. The "Supposes" is also 
important as having suggested part of the plot of the "Taming 
of the Shrew* . Moreover it was the first humourous play in 
prose . In Gascoigne's (?)"Misogonus" wehave another 
Italian adaptation. The characters and setting are completely
anglicised; the play combines realistic portrayal of common 
life, which is a purely native element, with classic structure 
and a story from Petrarch and Baccaccio. Perhaps the first 
finished English comedy of Italian inspiration is an anonymous 
play entitled "The Bugbears*.
The imitation of classical tragedy followed very 
closely on the imitation of classical conedyj but the effect 
of the classical influence in the tv/o branches of English drama, 
except in certain technical points, was very different. It 
has been shown that in our early English Comedy as represented 
by "Ralph Roister Doister* , "Gammer Gurton*s Needle* and 
Gascoigne*s adaptations, there was a large infusion of the 
native element j the classical and Italian influences had been 
nationalisedj thus, English Classical Comedy was popular 
from thebeginning. In our early tragedy however the absorption 
of the classical and alien forces by the domestic and national 
element was not nearly eo rapid. The first imitations of 
Liatin tragedy received no popular applause; they appealed 
to no established taste such as had been preserved in comedy 
by the interludes. Hence early English drama was distinctly 
academic and wholly independent of the popular stage; and 
thirty years of Elizabeth's reign elapsed before any wide­ 
spread public Interest was roused in genuine tragedy. Hence 
since the English tragedians had no popular demand and tastes to 
cater for they were able to observe a much closer adherence 
to their originals than the writers of English classical comedy.
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The growing national spirit and the passion for 
experiment and adventure gave a new interest to English 
history and legends and play wrights attempted to cast them 
into dr&raatic form. Moreover a new series of chronicles had 
appeared during this century and given rise to the Chronicle Play, 
a species of drama peculiar to England. It showed little trace 
of classical influence, for it was based upon the morality 
and was very popular, John Bass's "King Johan, shows this 
advance towards the historical play. The chronicle play 
formed a link between the development of Comedy and the develop­ 
ment of tragedy for it was not long before it came under Beaecan 
influence. The Arthurian legends and all the lore of Geoffrey of 
Monmouth'e "Historia Britonum* and the chronicles of Holinshed, 
Harding, and Hall, were soon found to yield subjects which 
were eminently suited to treatment on Senecan lines . They 
became one of the most fruitful sources of Elizabethan plot. 
Here was not only an atmosphere of Romance but ^here were also 
accounts of the same kind^ of sanguinary and murderous conflicts 
and gruesome horrors, as those which the Greek legends had 
yielded t^o Seneca.
The first real English history play is probably a 
product of the university stage and the work of Thomas Legge. It 
is entitled "Richardius Tertius* and was probably first produced 
at St. John's College in 1579. The subject is the struggle 
between the houses of Lancaster and York, but in language, treat­ 
ment, psychology, and technical points it $8 predominantly
Seneoan; the play is written in Latin, The fundamental law 
of the unities however is violated for the dramatist has brought 
upon the stage the main events between the death of Edward TT 
in April 1483 and the Battle of BOBworth in August 1485j the 
names of the personages are Latinised. Their number however is 
greater than was customary in the Seneoan plays. The classical 
chorus, in its moralising capacity is replaced by a song at the 
end of each of the three Aotiones, which were intended to be 
performed on successive evenings,
As in Oomedy, Latin tragedy exercised an indirect 
control through Italian Renaissance tragedy. Renaissance Italy 
had much in common with the Neronian Age, Seneca*s tragedies 
were studied and imitated with unswerving diligence. The 
Seriecan boom soon spread from Italy to Prance and later to 
England, wl^ere, between the dates of 15f>9 and 1566, five authors 
had translated Seneca's play and in 1581 a complete edition was 
published. The Hellenic spirit never contributed much to the 
making of tragedy in England, Modern draijia developed earlier 
in Italy than in any other European country.
Apart from the vogue of Senecan imitation in Italy, 
Seneca offered much that was alluring to the Elizabethans; his 
tragedies, being free from local restrictions were universal in 
their appeal; they treated the most sensational and blood 
curdling stories of Greek mythology which turned upon murder, 
lust, passion for revenge and punishment of monstrous crimes ? 
with all of which Elizabethans had been made familiar by contempory
events. Thus Seneoa appeared, to the Elizabethan-, as Schelling 
puts it, "the most romantic of the classics, and the most 
modern of the ancients". His compositions then represented 
to them classical tragedy, though they were bttt inferior ^ ttifc 
rhetorical and undramatic imitations of Greek tragedy; but, 
as Rupert Brooke aptly remarks "the worst art has always been 
great enough to inspire the beet" * Though Seneca*a pieces were 
probably never intended for stage representation and forsooth 
were probably never acted in Rone, they were taken by Elizabeth­ 
ans for models of stage plays. English academic playwrights 
sought to 'establish English tragedy on purely Senecan lines 
in structure, thene and style, and though the public theatres 
attracted poets of independent genius who preferred the licence 
of public taste to the narrow laws of scholars yet Seneca 
provided a standard for all our early tragic pieces which 
Sidney called neither "right tragedies" nor "right comedies". 
Moreover it was from the schools and Court that true drama 
ultimately took its rise.
The first extant tragedy on cl&asical lines in 
English vernacular was the combined works of two young members 
of the Inner Temple, Thomas Norton and Thomas Sackville. Their 
play was called "Gorboduc" and was first produced in 1561 at 
the Christmas recreation of the Templars. Here the treatment
>
was completely in the Senecan manner; there is no character 
in action and no development of intrigue or incident on the 
stage; but the much used revenge motive is dominant while
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there is no lack of bloodshed and physical horrorsj the 
characters utter long sententious monologues and the purpose 
of the whole play is avowedly^ didactic • .
The classic usage/division into five acts is followed 
and again in accordance with Senecan example, each act except 
the last is followed by a chorus which moralises on the events 
of the preceding act. Ihe theme is serious and the treatment 
is dignified. In short to quote from Sidney 1 a *Apologie for 
Poetfcie", "it is full of stately speeches and well sounding 
phrases, clyming to the height of Seneca his style, and aa 
full of notable moraliti* which it doth most delightfully teach 
and so obtayne the very end of Poesie" . But Sidney deplores 
its violation of the unities, the one defect which would prevent 
it from being an "exact model of all Tragedies, For it is 
faulty both in place and time, the two necessary companions of 
all corporal actions. For where the stage should always 
represent but one place, and the uttermost tine presupposed in 
it should be, both by Aristotle*o precept and common reason, 
but one day there is tooth many dayes, and many places, inartl-
•
fically imagined".
A
Except for the chorus the measure which Norton and 
Sackville adopted for their tragedy wao blank verse which had 
been introduced by Surrey in his translation of the H AeneidM 
and experimental upon in Italy, Hitherto, and even after the 
appearance of "Gorboduo" the more familar forms of rhyming verse 
were used. Blank verse was destined to a glorious existence 
as the most suitable measure for dramatic themes but "Gorboduo*
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cannot be said to have determined its adoption by English 
dramatists. It was developed by Shakespeareand Milton into a 
national measure , In this its first instance however, the use 
of blank verse was due to the conscious imitation of Senecan 
tragedy .
The pjot of "Gorboduc" is simple, consisting of 
a story taken from the Annalsfef legendary British history. 
It cannot however be called a true historical play, in the 
sense that the later "Richardius Tertius" is, for its main 
purpose is didactic and patriotic.
"Gorboduc" then, in subject Is mythical English 
history while in treatment it is a conscious though not servile 
imitation of Senecan tragedy. The structure, choruses, 
counsellors and messengers the rhetorical style, the revenge 
passion, the moralising and the stage proprieties, are all 
contributions of the Roman dramatist. The plot, though drawn 
from native story, is strangely similar to that of Seneca's 
fragmentary"Thebais" . A reminieence of the moralties is 
traceable in the interminable debates and in the narration 
of events. The dumb shows constitute an element quite alien 
to classical drama, though in Italy the "intermedii" or 
spectacular entertainments were the invariable accompaniments 
of the early comddies, but in tragedies they were displaced 
by the chorusea. In "Gorboduc" the dumb shows are connected 
with the subject, arid therefore have one of the functions of 
the Eatin Prologue. The independence which Norton and Sackville
showed in their choioe of a native theme and spirit and in 
their disregard cf Horatian and Senecan theories of unity, 
secured for English Tragedy at the outset a liberty which it 
never lost, despite the insistence on the observance of the 
unities by Sidney and his fellow classicists.
An official edition of "Gorboduc" was printed in 
1587 under the title of *Ferrex and Porrex". "Gorboduc" marks 
an enormous advance in the development of tragedy. Its success 
bred imitation but its immediate successors are much less 
important in the history of English tragedy. They constitute 
the first stage in theevolution of regular tragedy but they 
show little classical influence except in subiect. In structure 
and treatment they go back to Mediaeval tradition; They belong 
to the category of tragi-comedies. The first of these is 
"Cambyses" written by Thomas Preston. It is said to have been 
acted in 1561 as early as "Gorboduc*. It retains the allegorical 
characters of the morality. The list of *dramatis personae* 
shows how numerous rSles are distributed amongst eight actors. 
The Prologue has taken over one of the functions of the 
classical prologue, irybetting forth the purpose of the play, 
The piece closes with an epilogue which contains a personal 
appeal of the poet to the audience urging loyalty to the Oueen , 
Richard Edward's "Damon and Pythias"^ which was acted before the 
Queen at Christmas 1564 - 5, at Whitehall by the children of 
Her Majesty's Chapel, marks a certain advance by its lack of 
abstract characters. This play was not printed till 15B2. No 
division into acts was indicated, but it naturally falls into
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five divisions. In the Prologue the author speaks of his 
intention of departing from interludesi- 
nA sudden change is wrought : 
For lo, our author"^ Muse that masked in delight
Hath forced his pen against his kind, no more such
sports to write"
ahd justifies that comedy which is written in conformity 
to the rules of Horace. His piece he calls a "Tragical 
Comedy" .
In John Pickering's "HorAsteo* printed in 1567 is 
an attempt to copy Seneca's "Stichomythia* and a passage is 
borrowed from the "Octavia". Hone of these pieces have any 
real tragic interest or much literary value but they were all 
popular in their time.
Through the study of Italian Renaissance Tragedy 
came not only Seriecan influence but also connection with 
Euripides. Gascoigne's "Jocasta" which wae acted at Gray*s Inn, 
in the same year as Gli Suppositi", 1F5^6, was modelled upon 
Lodovico Dolce's "Giocasta", which again was a direct imitation 
of the "phoenissae" of Euripides. "Jecasta* however was not the 
work of Gascoigne alone, as the full title shows; "Jocasta a 
tragedy written in Greek by Euripides, translated and digested 
into acte by George Gascoigne and Francis Kinwelmershe of Grayes 
Inne arid there by them presented". This was the first acted 
version of a Greek play. The chorus in the usual Senecan 
manner is used only for closing each act. Like "Gorboduc" it 
is written in blank verse, but with more grace and ease. Dumb 
shows are again introduced, probably to suit the requirements
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of the Gray's Inn Festival for they had no counterpart in 
Dolce's version, "Jocasta" does not mark an advance on 
"Gorboduc*; it is less original.
"Palarnon and Arcyte" another of Edward's productions 
was founded upon Chaucer's "Knight's Tale", possibly through an 
intermediate Latin version. Edwards had no great skill in 
character drawing and fortunately he did not attempt to 
introduce the tragic passions and sensational situations of 
Seneca, it was the popular element of tragedy which Edwarciia 
helped to develop and the setting of a serious theme amid 
scenes of rough humourt indeed his dramatic talent lay 
rather in the direction of comedy than of serious drama.
So far English tragedy had not made use of romantic 
passion which was so dominant in Italian tragedies, but when at 
last it was employed by the members of the Inner Tenple in 
their production of "-Qlsmond and Sal erne" they made a distinct 
advance in the evolution of English Tragedy. One of the 
authors was probably Roteert Wilmot. It was acted at the Inner 
Temple in 1567-8. H is the first English love tragedy that 
has survived, though probably not the first written. It 
employs the classical machinery of Prologue, chorus and messenger 
and the principal incidents,except the death of the Bieroine, 
tage place off the stage. For the story the authors drew upon 
the Italian of Boccaccio, Dolce's "Didone" and also the 
"Phaedra* and other tragedies of Seneca. Unity of place is 
obsserved but the play is inferior to "Jocasta* in dramatic 
effect; the treatment of the plot is episodical, a feature
which is characteristic of English tragedy, which generally 
aims at representation of the whole course of action rather 
than a particular situation as in Senecoin Italian and French 
Tragedy. The popular device of dumb shows is again present 
But they are realistic rather than allegorical. Senecan 
sensationalism is not lacking. It is chiefly important 
as the first play frhich represented a union of a romantic 
subject with the gravity and dignity of classical tragedy. Gas- 
coigne struck out a new path in which later dramatists 
followed with infinitely greater art.
John Lyly was the first of that group of 
university men - Lyly, Peele and Greene - who carried on 
the progress of English Comedy. He narks a new era in which 
new interest attaches to the personality and individuality 
of the dramatist rather than to the dranatic species; but 
the same threads of influence are still traceable in their 
plays, m d the eight plays of Lyly illustrate the strength 
of Latin influence upon English Comedy, though in a far 
subtler fashion than their predecessors. The six pla^s 
most representative of Lyly's dramatic work fall into two 
groups. The first includes "Endymion"^"8apho and Phao" and 
"Midas", all of which are derived from classical mythology and 
are allegorical in character. The second group includes 
"Gallatheae", "Loves Metamorphosis" and "The v/onan in the 
Moon" which have in the main, original pastoral plots and 
are not symbolic but are inferior in execution. It was 
chiefly by the first group that Lyly made his great contri-
bution to the progress of English drama; this lay in the 
change which he effected in its relation to classical 
literature. When he entered upon his dramatic career 
about 1580, dramatic rules and form derived from the 
study of Plantus and Terence had been incorporated in 
the English drama by his predecessors. Terentian imitation 
had long been in vogue. Lyly's aim was to depart from the 
usual method of procedure and give a completely new turn to 
English drama. In all his plays excent "Mother Bonliie" 
there is a striving aftefc the unique and graceful; he 
sought fresh subjects and found them in the non-dramatic 
classics conseq ently there is a deep tincture of classical 
influence derived from Ovid, and, to a less extent, from 
Pliny. In the first group of plays, however, Plantine 
influence io unmistakably present; purely farcical scenes 
are interwoven with pastoral scenes. In w Endymionn acted in 
1585, one of the best and most typical of Lyly's plays, 
pert pages chaff the ridiculous braggart, Sir Tophas, and 
keep up witty dialogue. The early Elizabethan comic writers 
had endeavoured to bring the structure of English Comedy, into 
conformity with Latin rule and example bjit Lyly succeeded 
in forcing Latin story into harmony with current interests 
and native tastes. But classic structure and form had been so 
thoroughly assimilated to English drama as to appear 
indigenous, hence Lyly adopted this usage unconsciously 
and his plays show the complete domestication of classic 
rules, but a less cloBe adherence to Roman dramatists.
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Classical imitation was thus becomjrg less conscious and 
English drama more completely national. Lyly's debt to 
Roman Literature lies in his subjects rather than in form 
or treatment of the plot. He divides his plays into acts 
and scenes as a matter of course and introduces the popular 
Latin theme of servant trickery but they are not dramatic 
in the true sense; they are spoilt by his conceits and euphuism. 
The plot, dialogue and characters are alike artificial. None 
of the university wits are supposed to have had a greater 
influence on Shakespeare \0 * Love's Labour^sLost" is closely 
modelled on "Endyinion"; others indebted to It are "Midsummer
Night's Dream* and "The Two Gentlemen of Verona." ,
«
"Mother Bombie* stands quite apart from the 
other plays of Lyly. This is essentially Plautine and here 
alone he has followed Latin precedent and adapted a Roman 
comic type to an English setting. All the plays of Lyly 
except the "Woman in the Moon" are written in prose.
George Peele was far more successful than Lyly 
in the realm of mythological pastoral plays. He wrote plays 
of various kinds - tragedies, histories and comedies, including 
a court play "The Arraignment of Paris", which is partly a 
pastoral and partly a masque; in this his first play Peele 
comes nearest to Lyly, but the "Arraignment of Paris" is 
althgether a more dramatic, lively and less concentrated work 
than anything of lyly. Peele by virtue of his true poetic 
genius brought the English pastoral play to a mjich fuller
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development than Lyly while all his pieces show a much 
greater command over blank verse than any of hie predecessors 
or contempories. Wit and humour are by no means lacking. 
Perhaps the most interesting and original play of Peele is 
"The Old Wives Tale" acted about l,r>90 which provided Milton 
with the subject of "Comus". It is typical of the great 
freedom which Elizabethan playwrights exercised in bringing 
on the stage a variety of incidents andscenes. Like Lyly 
Peele drew upon ancient history and mythology through the 
non-dramatic classics; the predominant classical influence 
in Peele is not Ovid but Virgil* Peele then also Illustrates 
the growing tendency to turn from the cold realism of Roman 
Comedy to the more romantic narrative poets such as Ovid and 
Virgil, a tendency largely the result of Italian influence. 
Thus a great change had come about in the relation of 
Elizabethan drama to the Classics jfrorp. being a mere mechanical 
agent for the establishment of ancient rules of dramatic 
structure classical influence came to show itself in more 
imaginative and romantic dramas; it was present now both 
in the contents and in the form though the latter had passed 
completely into common uflage arid had become less indicative 
of its origin. The general deepening of the Romantic cast 
of drama was the chief phenomenon which English Comedy 
exhibited during the great decade between 1590 and 1600.
The contribution of Robert Greene to Elizabethan 
Comedy is the development of the romantic element an^ the 
dramatic representation of sentimental love and idealised
female character. Green's heroines are more human than 
those of any oontenpory dramatists. In "Friar Bacon and 
Friar Burigay" there is a blending of history with the 
supernatural in a pretty love story. "Janes IV" is a 
paeudo-historical play showing affinity with Shakespeare's 
romantic comedies. In Greene*s plays there is less of 
that bombast and grandiloquence, an inheritance from 
Seneca which is common % to all university wits. Greece's 
dramatic power however ie ill sustained. His plays are 
fewer in number and inferior in merit to his proee pieces and 
poems. In the production of one of his plays W A Looking Glass 
for London and England" he collaborated with Thomas Lodge 
anotherof the university group of writers, but, his d^arna.tic 
productivity is small. Thie play is printed without division 
into acts •
Greene, Peele, Lodge, Nash, Kyd arid Jlarlowfall 
have outstanding characteristics in common. All their plays 
show a craving for bombastic expression and violent, high 
sounding, language. Another comnon fault, one also traceable 
to their education, particularly their study of the classics, 
i& the frequency of classical allusions which overweight their 
plays. Certain teeauties hcwver are equally comnon to them all; 
poe.try of the highest perfection and charm, though perhaps 
not long sustained, flashes out in occasional lines and 
passages. They all exhibit the many sided activity of the 
Elizabethan drama and mark a very great advance on "GorTx>duc" 
"Ralph Roister Doister", and the "Misfortunes cf Arthur".
The last mentioned though of oo late a. date as 15H8 shows 
no improvement on "Gorboduc" of 1561. The subject ic drawn
from the same source - Geoffrey of Monmouth's Chronicle 
of Sglish Kings - and probably Calory's "liorte D 1 Arthur". 
Thomae Hughes the author made no change in structure or 
theory and was even a more servile imitator than Norton 
and Saokvllle had been. Bin play lacks action, while the 
dumb Bhov/s are of extrene complexity and allegorical signifi­ 
cance. The oneinnovaton which Hughes made in his tragedy 
was the recitation of a six lined stanza by each of the four 
persons of the Chorus in turn. Earlier dramatists had attempted 
to imitate the staccato style of antithetical epigrammatic 
dialogue. Hughes was more successful than his predecessors 
in this respect. Stichomythia is a classical device which 
affected Elizabethan tragedy throughout its history and is of 
frequent occurrence especially in later tragedy. (Cf, Opening
scenes of "Hamlet" and second Scene of Richard 111) The 
characters in Hughe^s play frequently utter Senecan aphorisms 
and commonplaces but the character of Arthur is not a conven­ 
tional type. The blank verse moves with more energy though 
it is still monotonous.
The Seneca ideal of tragedy continued in
i
' favour for two decades longer, but in the "Cornelia" of Kyd, 
and in the worVs of a small group of mi'nor dramatists - 
Samuel Daniel, Fulke Greville; Sir William Alexander - 
Senecan influence has cone through a different channel, not 
directly from Seneca or his Italian imitators but through
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Robert Gamier the French Serieoan dramatist. Gamier like 
most of the French classicists studied Seneca as a nodel of 
correctneso and in his own productions he strove to surpass 
his model in all that pertained to correctness and to intensi­ 
fy lyric effect; he always avoided the rhetorical and sensa­ 
tional element, which hitherto had been the feature, most 
alluring to English Senecan imitators.
Samuel Daniel was the chief of the imitators 
of Gamier and his "Tragedy of Cleopatra" is the finest play 
of this type. Greville's "Alaham* and "Mustaphia" adhered 
strictly to classical forms but were original in content. The 
four plays of Alexander are not suitable for representation 
but belong to this group of French senecan tragedies. All 
these plays except Greville's two original tragedies, are 
based on ancient history and have for their purpose the 
Portrayal of actual figures and situation'* The source of 
such subjects was Plutarch who in later Elizabethan drama 
became the chief classical influence. Thus the chief contri­ 
bution of Gamier*s imitators to the development of English 
tragedy was the diverting of interest from sensational horror 
and declamation to the romance of history, while still adhering 
with no less tenacity to the Horatian rules and Senecan models, 
Thus academic tragedy in choice of subject had come nearer 
papular drama.
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Chapter VI1. 
Popular Claseical Tragedy•
The link "between English Seneca^ tragedy and popular 
tragedy was forged by Thomas Kyd who therefore occupies a very 
important position in the history of English tragedy* "The Spanish 
Tragedy", the one play on which Kyd*o fame rests, achieved an 
enormous and instantaneous popularity. Compared with this, his 
later play, "Cornelia", was a mere experiment in French classical 
treatment of tragedy.
The period between 1585 and 1590 witnessed a sudden 
outburst of papular national tragedy which made tragedy the most 
varied, powerful and expressive of all species of drama* This 
sudden rise into pre-eminence and popularity had only been made 
possible by the example of the Latin tragic model. The imitations 
and study of Seneca and Horace had exerted a potent influence both 
in moulding the form of English tragedy and in creating a public 
taste for realistic excitement* The Senecan movement alone 
however would have produced a purely academic, flat and lifeless 
tragedy; but true natural tragedy rras a result of a compromise 
between native and classic elements. The best elements of 
academic and of popular tragedy were sifted out, harmonised and 
revitalised by Kyd and Marlowe. This amalgamation however, 
resulted not from an attempt to graft a classic theme and treatment 
upon the irregular form of the native interlude or any other species
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of popular drama, but from the thorough adaptation of the Latin 
Model to contemporary English life and subjects, in dealing with 
this remarkable emergence of national tragedy Rupert Brooke in 
his characteristically forceful and impetuous Style, says t>iat 
Kyd filled Seneca's veins with English blood and gave his 
audience living people, strong emotions, vendetta, murder, pain, 
real lines of verse and stiffly enough the statellness of art; 
that Kyd and Marlowe blew life, strength and everything else into 
tragedy.
The "Spanish Tragedy" printed 1592 and acted in 158B 
is perhaps a truer representative of Seneca than avowed Imitations 
like*Gorboduc? The Senecan elements are-the main theme of revenge 
on which the play hinges, the technique, the Chorus represented 
by the Ghost and Revenge, the introspective philosphislng and 
soliloquies, the rhetorical antitheses and stichomythia. But 
Kyd was a born playwright and on this work is stamped a strong 
individual genius. He was only below Marlowe because Marlowe's 
genius was more literary and therefore longer lived. Kyd supplantec 
the archaic mythological plot by a modern story of love and 
political intrigue and successfully reproduced the spirit of 
classical tragedy. Ben Jonson*s appellation of "Sporting Kyd" 
in his lines to Shakespeare could only have been a play on his 
name, since neither in the "Spanish Tragedy" nor in the "Cornelia" 
is there a vein of humour, The former in a strange medley of 
ghosts, bloodjtreachery and horror of every description, and a 
morbid craze for vengeance. There is still that extravagant 
bombast and absurdity of situation from which Shakespeare rescued
the English drama.
Kyd's*success brought him many immediate imitators. He 
was only second to Marlowe in influence upon Elizabethan writers 
of tragedy, but unfortunately hie play is greater than any of 
those which it inspired. In the "Spanish Tragedy" character 
portrayal is completely subordinate to the creation of Spectacular 
and melodramatic effect. "Titus Andromicua", Marlowe's "Jew of 
iMalta" "The Tragedy of Solyman and Perseda", also attributed to 
Kyd, "Hamlet" and^ocrine^are all plays of Kyd* s School. All the 
many revenge tragedies which followed are distinguished by fhe 
same predominantly melodramatic characteristics, Ben Jonson, 
Chapman, Webster, Shirley, and all the later Elizabethan dramatists 
brought to the species which Kyd had oreated^greater poetry and a 
deeper psychological analysis which deprived tragedy of that 
artificiality and insipidity which was the besetting fault of 
many: of the imitations of the "Spanish Tragedy".
Christopher, Marlowe was born in 1564 the same year as 
Shakespeare. When Shakespeare came to London poor and unknown 
and joined the Black-friars' Company, Marlowe suddenly leaped 
into flame as a dramatist by the production of "Tamburlaine the 
Great", which was probably acted in 1586, As he announces in the 
prologue he begins his career as a dramatist by renouncing rhyme 
and the rough Jesting of clowns -
"Prom Jigging veins of rhyming mother-wits,
And such conceits as clownage keeps in pay, 
We'll lead you to the stately tent of war."
"Tamburlaine" was the first notable English poem ln 
blank verse that was also essentially a play. "Gorbodu<e" lacked
life and vigour, and its blank verse was monotonously regular. 
Peelee "Arraignment of Paris" was full of poetry and of almost 
cloying sweetness, but still lacked dramatic vigour and action. 
"Tamburlaine" is full of energy and action and in its employment 
of blank verse proved for the first time that measure to be 
the one most suited to dialogue. Thus in his first play Marlowe
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showed himself a great poet and a great master of metre and 
language as well as a dramatist. Marlowe brought drama to the 
highest point, then reached and developed blank verse to its 
best form before it was perfected by Shakespeare. Marlowe 
probably did more than any single man for English drama. He 
determined the form which tragedy was permanently to assume. 
He contributed to it a far richer and more sustained vein of 
poetry than any of his predecessors; to this he added a spirit 
of romance, the fire and intensity of a mighty genius and an
enthusiasm for new^grandiose and revolutionary ideas; he
• 
exercised a refining influence upon dramatic form. His plays
abound in classical imagery, not even Shakespeare has surpassed 
in poetic beauty some of the famous passages of Marlowe, such as 
that in which Faustus apostrophises Helen of Troy and those at 
the close of the same play.
The tragedy of "Tamburlaine the Great" was first 
acted either in 1587 or 1588. Its avowed object was to revolut­ 
ionise drama as the opening lines indicate. It immediately 
stirred up a storm of ridicule, and abuse among critics who 
included him among the "idiot art masters" ————————who (mounted
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on the stage of arrogant think to outbrave better-*- pens 
by the swelling bombast of braggart blank verse". Such 
adverse criticism did not prevent the play from achieving 
an immediate popularity and Marlowe was recognised as the 
reigning dramatist of the day. Marlowe however was a greater 
poet than dramatist. Both in this play and in "Doctor Faustus"
•
the faults of Seneca are intensified; "Tamburlaine" is over 
rhetorical with its thundering, sonorous speeches. The third 
scene of the second act is typical of the bombastic strain in 
which the monstrous Tamburlaine spoke y eg:-
"For fates and oracles of heaven have sworn,.
To royalise the deeds of Tamburlaine, 
And make them blest that share in his attempts"
All the characters, like those of Seneca are super 
human while Tamburlaine towers o f er all the rest like a gigantic 
monster who thinks of "nought but blood and war". The diction 
is no less grandiose and pompous than the subject, which in its 
immensity and grotesqueness is eminently suited to treatment in 
the Senecan style. Tamburlaine has much in common with the 
"Miles Gloriosus" of Plantus but excites terror and awe instead 
of ridicule in those whom he addresses; all fall victims to his 
persuasive eloquence: he frequently falls to philosophising and 
justifying his own deeds by classical examples. Thus he justifies 
his insatiable ambition and treacherous usurpation of Cosroe's 
throne in these and the following lines.•-
"Nature that fram*d us of four elements,
Warring within our breasts for regiment, 
Doth teach us all to have aspiring minds."
Act. 11. Sc. Vll.
1. See Nashe's Prefatory Epistle to Greeners "Menaphon" 1589. The 
attack is supposed to have been originally directed against
Kyd in particular.
In this tragedy Marlowe has forsaken the much used revenge 
motive of Senecan tragedy but throughout there is the earae 
lack of restraint, and the dramatic unities are wholly dis­ 
regarded for in the successive scenes the reader is transported 
from Persia to Soythia, from Scythia to Georgia and thence to 
Morocco. There is no true dramatic construction in either of 
the parts but the hero , the "Scourge of God" traverses a vast 
extent of country subduing or massacring kings and foes, uoing 
maidens with utmost violence, all to glut his overweening lust 
for conquest. His only human trait is his passion for the 
"divine Zenocrate" to whom he addresses some very poetic 
effusions, e^:-
"Zenocrate, the loveliest maid alive,
Fairer than rocks of pearl and precious stones."
Act.111. Scene ill.
Thus the tragedies of Tamburlaine-are permeated with Senecan 
influence. As in Senecan tragedy there is much ridiculous 
ranting and spectacular effect, provided by the violent and 
bloody actions; moral and philosophic reflections, physical 
horrors, gross extravagance improbability and stichorcythic 
dialogue are all present, but there was more than this; in 
Tamburlaine appeared more genuine poetry than in all previous 
dramas put together. In the soliloguy of Tamburlaine beginning: 
"Oh. fair Zenocrate - divine Zenocrate 1 . M 1.
Marlowe achieved the greatest height of blank verse.
In the "Tragical history of Doctor Faustus" the strong
1. "Tamburlaine" Part. 1. Act t. Scene 1.
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poetic genius of Marlowe is perhaps even more pronounced and 
the Senecan influence less evident, although a chorus is here 
introduced, in Senecan fashion, as narrator of any part of the 
story that is not to be shown or told during the action. There 
is frequent stichomythic dialogue; practically the only gruesome 
detail is that part where Faustus stabs his arm, and with his 
blood writes a deed to bequeathe his soul to Lucifer. The 
tragedy is written in blank verse intermixed with scenes of 
prose; there is no division into acts and scenes. Here again 
the hero is a superhuman figure in quest of the impossible but 
this time by means of magic not by arms. Doctor Faustus and 
Mephistophilis are practically the only two characters. The play 
is o^ intense reality. The sublimity of the play is concentrated 
on those last passages in which Paustus half penitent is revealed 
in his study with one bare hour to live. They are full of pity 
and terror. The denouement is sustained by lines of truest 
poetical inspiration. The play is marred by the buffooneries 
of the prose scenes; karlowe was evidently destitute of the 
gift of humour. The piece probably appeared on the stage in 
1589.
"The Jew of Malta" probably produced in 1589, as a 
dramatic composition exhibits a considerable advance. There is 
less rant and rhetoric but the cumulation of horror, and the 
exaggeration of the Jew's character tends to destroy the human 
interest of the play. The plot is very elaborate and there is 
more attempt at characterisation. But Barabas is the only 
important and well drawn character though Abigail his daughter
has considerable merit. Barabae resembles Plaxrtus'sEuclio in 
his gloating over his ill-gotten riches. The spirit of revenge 
as in the "Spanish Tragedy" is brought into predominance and 
brings about much cold blooded murder and preposterous crime, 
tBarabas is a monster like Tamburlaine or Faustiers, though less 
inhuman, particularly in the earlier part of the play; like 
them he is the personification of a mastering passion, but of 
greed for wealth, not for royalty or magic; he justifies his 
foul deceit by subtle reasoning,eg.
"It's no sin to deceive a Christian;
For they themselves hold it a principle, 
Faith is not to be held with herttics: 
But all are heretics that are not Jews;
Act 11.
In accordance with classic example all his crimes he perpetrates 
without the least remorse. Bellamira the courtesan, and Itharaore 
the fawning slave who is party to the JewsS treachery and his 
chief agent, are classical types. The Senecan. reflective 
tendency is evident at times, as in Barabas 1 soliloquy at the 
opening of Act 11 •
"Edward TT " as a play, is generally considered Marlowe's 
best work. The limitations of a historical subject have imposed 
a restraint upon his over exuberant imagination. Its source 
was Holinshed's Chronicle, but structurally it is far superior 
to previous chronicle plays and its influence on Shakespeare*s 
"Richard TT" and other historical plays is very marked. Free 
from the monstrosities of the "Jew of Malta" and his earlier 
productions it also lacks their astonishing poetic excellences. 
The character of Isabella is incoherent; it is Marlowe's inability
"7
to portray individual characters and his total lack of humour 
which leaves such a wide gull between him and Shakespeare. "The 
massacre of Paris", and the "Tragedy of Dido" are of no 
importance among Marlowe 1 s works; the former is chaotic and 
destitute of any outstanding beauties.
The success of the "Tragedy of Blood" inaugurated by • 
Kyd arid Marlowe gave rise to a very remarkable group of domestic 
tragedies in which the poetic element is subordinated to the 
luridly realistic. The tragedies had hitherto dealt with kings, 
princes, and their violent passions and all things on a big scale 
but now private new, domestic affairs, and contempory events 
became subjects for treatment "Arden of Feversham" whose authorship 
is uncertain is the earliest and most famous of the group. It was 
based on a true story of murder. The character of Arden is faint 
but those of his wife; Alice, and her lover, Mosbie, form the 
chief excellences of the play and are appallingly true to life. 
The influence of Marlowe and Kyd is evident and all the Senecan 
characteristics of cold realism, bloodshed and murder, rhetorical 
artificiality and soliloquy are in full play.
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Chapter 713.1.
Shakespeare in Relation to 
Roman Drama.
The problem concerning Shakespeare's classical knowledge 
and the extent to which he drew upon it is still unsolved; 
but the evidence that he was acquainted with the Latin 
language and, through that with the classics, is growing 
stronger while the view that his use of classic models was 
derived from contemporary translations and versions is 
gradually being rejected in the light of a wider knowledge 
of his works and of modern inquiry into the educational 
conditions and facilities of his time. Eren critics who 
do not accept the theory of his indebtedness to the classics 
acknowledge that some of his works such as "The Comedy of 
Errors", "Lucrece", and various passages indicate a knowledge 
of Latin texts which in Shakespeare's time had certainly 
not appeared in published translations. Whatever may b£ 
the extent of Shakespeare's direct relation with ancient 
drama,Senecan influence is very marked on his earlier 
tragedies such as "Romeo and Juliet", "Richard 11", "Titus 
Andronicus" and "Henry VI", though of the two last mentioned 
Shakespeare's authorship is doubted. Much of this influence 
undoubtedly came through the school of J£yd and Marlowe whose
influence on Shakespeare is generally acknowledged. Certain
.devices and characteristics of style had passed 
classical 
into .regular usage in English drama.
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The origin of the theory of Shakespeare's ignorance of 
ancient literature was of course Ben Johson's intended 
compliment in his famous memorial lines to Shakespeare:- 
"And though thou hadst small Latine and lesse Greeke" 
Andrew Lang in "Shakespeare, Bacon and the Great unknown" 
points out that by contemporary writers the great dramatist 
is called "Sweet", "Honey tongued", and "Mellifluous" but 
never scholarly. Milton's famous lines in "L*Allegro" did 
much to popularise the view, that Shakespeare owed nothing to 
•artlt-
"Cr sweetest Shakespeare fancies childe, 
Warble, his native Wood notes wilde",
So did Dryden's epigram;-
"Shakespeare wanted not the spectacle of books 
to read nature".
It seems to have, been over-looked by contemporaries and 
some modern critics that Shakespeare could have had an intimate 
acquaintance with classic literature without having the 
exact scholarship of Ben Jonson. Nashe's preface to Greene's ' 
"Menaphon"^indicates the contempt in which men were commonly 
held who laid claim to learning and yet belonged to neither 
of the universities: Thus the contemporary view of Shakespeare!! 
lack of learning is easily accounted for while the view that 
what classical learning he had came through Englioh or French 
translations and Lyly's Grammar, can be as easily refuted.
•
1. "Shakespeare and Stoicism" Prof. E.A. Sonnenschein, 
in the "University Review" Vol. 1 No.l.
2. See P. 11% (of this essay).
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It is now generally accepted that in the typical
Elizabethan grammar school such as that at Stratford the 
instruction consisted mainly in the Latin language and 
literature; the language would be taught colloquially with 
the help of Lyly's Grammar in much the same manner as 
French is now taught. The "Sentential Pueriles" seems to 
have been a favourite text-book and also the "Eclogues" of 
Mantuamus, a popular mediaeval poet. Seneca, Plautus and 
Terence, Virgil, Ovid and Horace were the standard poets for 
. study. Shakespeare's acquaintance with the Latin language > 
is acknowledged by the Latin which he puts into the mouth, 
of his schoolmasters, Holofernes in "Loves Labour's Lost" 
(Act V. Sc. !.)> Sir Hugh Evans in "Merry Wives of Windsor" 
(Act. IV. Sc.l), and Lucentio in "The Taming of the Shrew" 
(Act. 111. Sc.l).
Of Shakespeare's knowledge of Greek we have much less
evidence^for Greek was perhaps not commonly taught in the schools;
i 
but an acquaintance with Greek literature and mythology would
come through Latin versions and translations. If. Shakespeare 
drew his plots from current literature like Holinshed's Chroniclej 
North's Translation of Plutarch, and transformed plays already 
in existence, as he is known to have done, it is hardly probable 
that, with his strongs dramatic instinct he would miss the 
opportunities of utilising so fruitful a field as that of the
Roman drama, with which he would have become acquainted through
his school studies.
Concerning his use of the "Menaechmi" of Plamus for his 
"Comedy of Errors" there is now no doubt, though by some he is 
still thought to have gone no further than William Warner's 
translations of the original, published in 1595. The "Comedy of 
Errors" may be fairly dated 1589-91, and certainly not, later than 
1594 and it is very improbable that Shakespeare had access to 
Wanner's manuscript, as has been supposed, for their is no resemblanc 
except that of subject, between this version and Shakespeare's 
play; the style and tone are quite different. No other translation 
is known to have existed before Shakespeare wrote his play. There 
was a possibility of itn being founded on &r old play no longer 
extant - "The Historie of Errors" which was acted in 1576-7 but 
that hap been definitely rejected. Nevertheless the "Comedy of 
Errors" is by no means a mere copy of the "Menaechmi"; it is an 
adaptation with adcitions and modifications. Shakespeare has multipl: 
ed the opportunities for creating ridiculous situations by his 
addition of two Dromios, and other characters, Balthazas, Angelo, the 
Abbess and Luc'ana. Thus the "Comedy of Errors" ie much more , 
' complex and even more improbable that the "Menaechmi". The very 
amusing first scene of the third act is almost certainly drawn 
from the "Amphitruo" (Act 1. Sc. 1 ahd Act IV. Scenes 1-6). 
But it is probablf that Shakespeare did not read the "Amphitruo"*"" 
in the original for the greater Part of Act 111. Sc. 1 is written 
in the seven foot metre which was familiar to the English comic 
drama of an earlier generation.1 The same theme treating of 
the mistakes of identity arising fror the likeness of twin born 
children is again used by Shakespeare *Tn^^J?w'eIft'h Night." 
1. Ward's English Dramatic Literature. Vol. £. Page 75.
In his "Studies in Shakespeare" Air. J. Churton Collins 
hae traced the history of the controversy concerning Shakespeare's 
debt to the classics; by a discussion of the educational conditions 
cf the time/\hao shown that Shakespeare must have had a good general 
knowledge of the standard classical authors, particularly the 
Latin poets. Then "to pass from conjecture to facts" as he says, 
he cites the example of the "Comedy of Errors" and the "Lucrece" 
which was based on Ovid, and gives a series of parallel passages 
from Shakespeare and the Latin poets - Ovid, Platrtus , and Seneca. 
Cf Platrtus he infers that the imitation must have been direct sine* 
there was no record of any translations; with regard to Terence 
he cannot say so much although Shakespeare frequently recalls 
him, because the latter had access to Nicholas Udall's 
"Floures for Latin Speakinge" published 1560, which, together with 
the second edition contained a version of all the Terentian 
Comedies; and later to riichard Bernard's literal translation
of all the comedies, 1598. Collins asserts that Shakespeare
i 
mmst also have read Seneca in the original not in the English
version published by Newton in 1581, because the latter bears
•
no resemblance whatever to the style of Seneca, while in the 
earlier plays of Shakespeare "where the influence of Seneca in­ 
most perceptible, Shakespeare's style is often as near a counter
part in English of Seneca's style in Latin as can well 
The enormous influence which his tragedies exercised on the 
predecessors of Shakespeare shows that Seneca was more widely 
read then than now. Andrew Lang in "Shakespeare, Bacon and the
1. "studies in Shakespeare". Page 26.
Great Unknown" devotes a whole chapter (IV.) t<b a destructive 
criticism of Collin's theory and method of proceedure in proving 
it. At the outset he declares that Shakespeare's Latinity 
is the opinion usually held by people who approach the subject 
and have had a classical education, though Mr. Collins is an 
exception. This may be true but it seems an argument in
favour of^rather than against tthe theory of Shakespeare's Latinity
for
IB not this circumstance due to the fact, that such people fcaving
a'wider and more intimate knowledge of the classics are more likely 
to discern any parallels or resemblances between modern and classic 
-al literature? Lang says Colliris was a wide reader of poetry, 
had a retentive memory, and a native tendency to find coincidences 
in poetic passages which to sorr;e did not even seem coincident&i, 
and to explain coincidences by conscious «br subconscious ' 
borrowings. But surely it is as safe to infer direct imitation 
from parrallel passages as It id to explain such coincidences 
merely by "natural affinity", or "congrtfity of genius", by which 
Lang says Shakespeare approached and resembled the great Athenians. 
Collins is fully alive to the risks attending his method of 
treatment, 1 and admits that similarity of sentiment might recur 
under sinilar circumstances at another time, and in another person 
and thus explain coincidences. There are certain sentiments 
which have been common to humanity in all ages and places; but 
th° parallel passages in Shakespeare and the classics are too 
close and numerous to be wholly disposed of in this manner.
1. See pages 15 and 21 in "studies in Shakespeare".
Lang also criticises Collinr for taking most of his illustrations 
from plays, whose Shakespearian authorship is uncertain. 
While Lang acknowledges that soire passages and the "Comedy of 
Errors" show knowledge of Latin texts he lends support to the 
theory that Shakespeare owed little to classical learnings.
Although the "Taming of the Shrew" IB of Italian inspiration 
it shows that Shakespeare very probably knew the "Moetellaria" 
in the original for he borrowed the naire^ of two characters, 
Tranio and Grttmio, names which do not occur in the earlier play, 
called the "Taking of the Shrew" (1594), on which Shakespeare 
based his play; the Tranio of Shakespeare is remarkably like the 
Tranio of PlaBTtus. The amusing scene between Grumio and Petrucio 
in "Taming of the Shrew'';-
Pet: Villian, I say, knock me here soundly.
Gru: Knock you here sir? why sir, what am I, sir,
that I should knock you here, sir?" (Act 1 Sc. 2. )
was probably suggested by the lines in the "Mostellaria"- 
Tranio: Apscede ab ianua
Em: Hocine volebas? Grumio: Peril. Quor me verberas? ' 
Tranio: Quia vivis". (Act 1. Sc. 1 L. «-i]).
The characters of the pedant and boasting.soldier are favourite 
figures in Italian comedy. In the "Comedy oT Errors" (Act 111. 
Sc. 1.) the play on the word "crow" is very similar to that on the 
word "upupa", meaning either a bird or a mattock, in the "CaptiMt" 
(Act V. Sc.lll) 2 Shakespeare's famous lines on the poet, in the
"Midsummer Night's Dream (Act. V. Sc. 1.)
"And, as imagination bodies forth 
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen 
Turns them to shapes, and gives _to airy nothing, 
A local habitation and a'name" 1
1. Introduction to the Mostellaria edited by E.A. Sonnenschein PXV11.
2. Studies in Shakespeare. P.21. *
seem a very close tut beautiful rendering of a passage in th 
"Pseudolus" (Act 1. Sc. 4. 7-10) of Platrtue:-
"Sed quasi poeta, tabtrfcl^B quern cepit sibi, 
Quaerit quod nusquam est gentiurc reperit t arc en;
illud verisimile quod mendacium
A line already quoted frorc "Love'e Labour's Lost" (Act V. Sc.l.):- 
"his general behaviour vain, ridiculous, and thrasonical" and 
the whole scene suggests a knowledge of the "Eunuchus". The 
resemblance between Shakespeare's Falstaff and Playtus* 
Pyrgopolinices hae already been noted; Parolles, Pistol, Hym and 
Berdolph are very PlaVtian characters. The "Tempest" in form 
preserves many of the characteristics of a classical play; it 
observes the Unities of time and, in essentials, of place; 
Act 1 Scene 11 as far as line 375 is practically equivalent 
to the classical Prologue; for in the conversation of Prospero 
with Miranda, Ariel and 0alfcban the preceding events necessary 
to the understanding of the action are related,
Professor Sonnenschein has contributed further evidence 
of Shakespeare's acquaintance with Latin originals by his 
discovery of striking parallels between Portia's noble speech 
on Mercy ("The Merchant of Venice" Act IV. Sc. 1) and Seneca's 
prose treatise "De dementia". Two of the passages compared are:- 
"JJullum dementia ex omnibus magisquam regem aut principen* decet"
(1.3.3.) and:- "it becomes 
The throned monarch better than his crown"
In the lines :-
"Consider this- 
tnat in the course of justice, none of us should see salvation"
it is pointed out that not only is there the same idea but also
a very similar gramma tip construction, as in Serier,fl« 
-* 0 Studies in Shakespeare p.. 22.
"Cogitate ----- quarto solitude et vastitas futura sit si 
tjiihil relinquitur. nisi quod itrclex severus absolverit"
(1.6.1.)
All the leading ideas of Portia's speech are certainly 
contained in this treatise of L'eneca.. Professor Sonnenschein also 
diBCuseee the strong, resemblance of many of Shakespeare's ethical 
and religious conceptions to Seneca's stoicism.
Senecaninfluence is very marked in "hi chard TTT." The dialogue 
between Lady Anne and Gloucester (Act 1. Sc. 2 from L. 69) is one 
of the best Shakespearian examples of Senecan stichomythia. 
Other notable^ instances are found in the conversation between 
King Richard and Queen Elizabeth (Act IV. Sc. IV.) In the same 
play are frequent examples of tragic irony (e.g. Act 1. Sc. 11. 26..) 
adevice much employed in Greek and Senecan tragedy. Richard's 
opening speech, like the classical prologues, sets forth the 
whole situation of the play. The concentration of interest upon 
the single figure of the hero is probably due to the influence 
of Marlowe though this and many other Shakespearian tragic characters 
might equally well have owed something to Seneca.n characters.
Mr. Collins quotes passages from Shakespeare which he shows 
to have been reminiscences or imitations from Seneca . He says 
that "Titus Andronicus", and the three parts of'Henry Vl" are 
saturated with the influence of Seneca and that the same influence 
is traceable in "King John", "Hamlet" and Macbeth", according to 
Mr. J.W. Cunliffe "Titus Andronicus" rather than the "Spanish 
Tragedy" represents the attainment of perfection in the Senecan
1. studies in Shakespeare pp. 24-26.
style for in addition to its superior versification and 
poetic merit it shows a great advance on the "Spanish Tragedy" 
in characterisation.
Although it cannot be denied that classical influence on 
Shakespearian drama is traceable in actual borrowings &&4> 
reminiscences yet for the most part it shows itself in a far 
subtler gashion. Indeed the most valuable part of Shakespeare's 
inheritance from Roman drama lay in his perfecting of a dramatic 
form of art, derived from classical precept and practice and ada 
-pted to contemporary life and interests by that long line 
of his predecessors of whom Kyd and Marlowe were the chief, 
arid in his masterly treatment and transformation of certain 
classical themes, plot material, and stock characters which 
had already been put to hard use. In his practice of the
i
dramatic art he wac indifferent to classical theory and 
precept and only employed them when it suited his purpose 
to do so.
CONCLUSION,
It has been seen that the Influence of Roman drama
first manifested itself in numerous direct Imitations and
academic or 
adaptations, resulting in a mass of/neo-classic drama; later
classical influence fused with other streams of influence, and 
came also indirectly through various foreign channels, irabjrHbing 
new qualities as it came. Hence in the drama which was the 
outcome of all these diverse forces classical influence became 
less easy to trace; but it was present not only in the 
technicalities of structure, which had now become thoroughly 
conventional, but in theme, style and treatment «
To a certain extent, chiefly in regard to structure 
and form Roman tragedy and comedy exercised an identical 
influence on English drama. Imitation of Seneca soon followed 
imitation of Plactus and Terencej but it has been shown that 
in comedy the amalgamation of native and classical elements wan 
immediate and that classical comedy was very soon popular; that 
classical tragedy remained purely scholastic and academic until 
a generation later when it was popularised by Kyd and Harlowe, 
that the result was a closer adherence to classic models In 
tragedy than in comedy.
The first fundamental gift of Roman to English drama 
was a strict dramatic form, that is, a division of every drama 
into five acts} this acted as a regulative force to excessive 
Elizabethan exuberance and redundancyjthe laws of the unities
which had restricted the scope of ancient drama were much lese 
rigidly observed by Elizabethans than by the ancients. Elizabethan 
drama began with the multiplication of actiona with which Roman 
drama had ended, and Its conception of unity came to be harmony 
of the different actions, When classical influence came to 
English drama through the study of Italian neo-claeelc drama 
it brought the Italian atmosphere of Romance which broke down 
the absoluteness of the unities, and gave a greater elasticity 
of treatment to English dramatists.
The second great borrowing from classical technique 
was the recognition of the cleavage between comedy and tragedy, 
Henceforth they were cultivated as two distinct species of drama. 
The Prologue and Epilogue were classical devices much employed 
in Elizabethan drama. The metrical flexibility \7hich the Chorus 
gave to Roman tragedy, the Elizabethans secured by the interchange 
of prose and verse^tlchoraythlc dialogue, or the rapid interchange 
of studied repartee, was the most Important characteristic of style 
which descended from ancient to modern drama.
The introduction of classical models broadened the range 
of English drama as much as it developed dramatic art. From 
Plant us and Terence English comic writers leamt to cultivate a 
more intellectual species of wit in place of their former crude 
buffoonery and to adapj; many of tho Roman stock characters to 
English life? thus the old ethical abstractions were discarded. 
Characters Hire the old men, and their spendthrift sons and 
artful servants, as well as the "miles glorlosus" proaved very 
attractive to Elizabethans and were well suited to that kind of
comedy which depicted and satirised contemporary life and manners. 
The motives of Roman comedy, especially those of mistaken identity 
and the intrigues of slaves, were put to very extensive and varied 
use on the Elizabethan stage, which could never have produced 
^drama of such diversity and complexity without the example and 
tutorship of Latin drama.
The great contribution of Senecan Tragedy to Elizabethan 
draiaa wae blank verse» Though it was the genius of Marlowe that 
permanently established blank verse as the most suitable medium 
for dramatic dialogue and that of Shakespeare, which brought it 
to its highest perfection, it probably would have been long before 
English playwrights discarded the old "fourteeners" without the 
example of Roman Tragedy. The prologising ghost, the revenge 
motive, the tendency to introspective philosophising ?ood moral 
disquisition, love of eententions epigram and sensational realism, 
poetical embellishments, in short, all the outstanding character­ 
istics of Senecan tragedy were transplanted into Elizabethan 
tragedy - Kyd and Karlowe wera indebted to Seneca for the type of 
tragedy which, they made popular. The rhetorical element of 
Roman tragedy was reinforced by the modern rhetoric of euphuism 
introduced by Lyly. As in comedy certain intereetffof matter and 
stock characters ware adopted by English Senecan imitators} Seneca's 
idea of Pate became the idea of providence and tragic irony was put 
to very frequent and effective use by Shakeepaare; oracular interest 
was secured by witchcraft, magic, and other superstitltlous 
praotices^orude horrors and exaggerated passions were preserved 
with even greater intensity in Elizabethan tragedies. The most
/SI
regrettable inheritance of pro-Shakespearian tragedy from 
classical Tragedy was the almost universal sacrifice of 
characterisation to the achieving of raelo-dramatic effect. It 
was only in the hands of Shakespeare that the portrayal of 
character in action became the chief purpose of ciratiia,. 3enecan 
tragedy was of vast use as an ideal and criterion to Elizabethan 
dramatists; it did much to mould dramatic form and to raise drama 
to the dignity of a conscious art as well as to shape public taste.
Thus the most valuable part of the Elizabethan
inheritance from Latin drama consists less in the obvious technical 
and structural devices, which were the firFt fruits of classical 
study and imitation, than in certain Ideals and conceptions which 
this study created and without which English drama could never 
have attained the perfection to which Shakespeare carried it, had 
it been left to evolve, unaided, from English mediaeval drama.
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